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Abstract
Future surface exploration missions to the Moon and Mars are likely to include wheeled micro­
rovers. The deployment of such multiple rovers will enable exploration of wider regions for more 
science return. However, co-ordinated operation of micro-rovers on unknown, sandy and rugged 
terrains is extremely challenging compared to operation of single, large wheeled rovers. This moti­
vated research on micro-rover swarms for planetary exploration and it aims at advancing the state- 
of-the-art of wheeled micro-rover swarm missions through developing an innovative control and 
path planning algorithm for safe locomotion and navigation. Based on the literature review, backed 
by preliminary analysis, it is proposed to use Artificial Potential Field (APF) method for path plan­
ning and Sliding Mode Control (SMC) for traction control of the required multi-agent 
configuration.
Initially the swarming behaviour of point mass systems is studied using the second-order 
nonlinear model. Aggregation towards goal point and formation to desired geometry is achieved 
using APF and SMC. In order to overcome the limitations of point mass model, a novel algorithm 
is developed based on the dynamic model for a four wheeled rover, incorporating the strengths of 
APF and SMC in the path planning and traction control respectively. Further, this algorithm is 
modified to ineorporate a navigation function for collision avoidance with predefined obstacles.
Simulations were executed on uncertain terrain using the characteristics of an in-house soil 
stimulant. A potential function with minimum number of local minima is chosen for 
implementation. Although certain artificial potential functions suffer from the local minimum 
problem, APF is still an efficient method for collision avoidance due to its computational 
efficiency. Simulation results prove that the proposed robust controller effectively maintains the 
slip rate of the wheel and avoids the excessive spin and sinkage of the driving wheel under 
challenging operating conditions.
The results have shown that the novel algorithm for wheeled robot control and path-planning 
have been able to avoid pre-defined obstacles and collisions in an unstructured environment like 
the Martian surface. The obstacles are assumed to be captured by LIDAR sensors for purpose of 
simulation. For planetary surface exploration missions, this will allow for faster sample acquisition 
and return for ground experimentation and research, achievable at a lower cost as compared to 
previous missions.
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1 Introduction
Studies in the field of robotics have increased in the area of planetary exploration over the last four 
decades. Efforts at understanding space have made scientists embark on different space mission 
designs to achieve some knowledge of the possibility of existence of extra-terrestrial life. Sample 
return missions are being carried out to conduet further investigation on the soil characteristics 
and possibility of evidence of life [1]. Terrain investigation is equally an important area to look into 
in order to maximise the science return. Space exploration objectives include but are not limited to 
the search for extra-terrestrial life, to better understand the climate history of other planets, deter­
mine mineral composition and to find energy resources on the Moon and other bodies of the Solar 
System [1].
Humans by nature have an endless urge to explore. Exploration in space has been expanded in 
two directions, (a) by sending hard impact probes and (b) deploying landers / rovers on extra­
terrestrial surfaces. The Moon being the nearest, was the first body targeted, and has been explored 
by humans and mechanical rovers alike, since end of the 1960’s. Various successful robotic mis­
sions have been sent to Mars. The next natural step forward is to embark on designs with multiple 
robots with high scientific value and yet less expensive to assemble, to other planets, which is cur­
rently the focus of space industry and researchers.
With Space agencies facing major financial budgetary challenges [2], manned missions to oth­
er planets are on the back burner. Therefore, researchers are using robots to embark on planetary 
exploration for sample return missions. One of the major problems faced is the long delay in com­
munication due to the large distances involved. Availability of communication window is another 
grave problem, faced to remotely control the rovers. To address this problem it has become impera­
tive to provide rovers with high level of autonomy [3]. Autonomy refers to the additional ability to 
navigate in an unknown environment, without human intervention, and avoid collisions, traversing 
unstructured terrain, continuing the task assigned. Therefore, cost per science return can be re­
duced.
Rovers deployed on planetary surfaces act as an extension to the eyes and arms of the scientist 
residing on Earth. A typical requirement of the rover is to move about uncertain unstructured ter­
rain, able to reach a desired location, collect samples and return the samples, to be transported 
back, for investigation on Earth.
In general the rovers are to operate in extreme environments i.e. large temperature variations 
and higher radiation dosage. The surfaees are cluttered with obstacles in an unknown, unstructured 
terrain, making autonomous navigation a complex problem.
As opposed to a single rover, a swarm of micro-rovers is being considered in this research.
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which have two fold advantages; (a) reducing the risk of mission failure due to redundancy (b) po­
tential to explore wide regions using distributed payloads and hence increase the science return in a 
single deployment. Hence a new generation of small rovers for planetary exploration will increase 
the capability of surface exploration missions due to their agility and low cost [4].
Swarms here refer to several units of rovers, performing tasks cooperatively. Control of these 
swarms of micro rovers becomes an essential element in the operation of the rovers in space due to 
the fact that there is no human intervention and the need to have a cooperative and coordinated 
configuration.
1.1. Motivation
The prime motivation behind the topic under research is the increasing need for smaller, multiple 
rover-based exploratory missions, as opposed to single, large rover platform, so as to reduce the 
gestation period. Small, cost effective and quick delivery of rovers is the key to future exploratory 
missions. The challenges of new constraints of size, available power but not compromising the ef­
ficiency and robustness, are intriguing.
1.2. Scope and Objectives 
1.2.1. Scope
This research focuses on two aspects of autonomous operation of micro-rover swarms for planetary 
exploration: (a) path planning, and (b) controller design.
In autonomous operations of micro-rovers, path planning and control is required to coordinate 
the movement of the rovers from one location to another without human intervention. Path 
planning using computational techniques require the development of suitable algorithms. The 
algorithm has to select a collision free path, within a terrain mapped with obstacles. It has to be 
simple and computationally less expensive so that its implementation is plausible on micro­
processors under constrained resources. Moreover, the algorithm has to be reliable enough to 
calculate the right path to the desired destination, within the required error margin. Artificial 
Potential Field is one amongst many path planning techniques widely used in terrestrial robots.
A search on the Networked Digital Library of Thesis and Dissertation (NDLTD) of “Path 
Planning and Control of multi-agent swarms using Sliding Mode Control and Artificial Potential 
Field”, during the earlier phase of this research produced six (6) results for earlier work using this 
method. This implies that this important area of research is getting little attention or a lot of 
research has not been done in the area of path planning and control of planetary micro-rovers using 
SMC and APF, not to mention works in the area for planetary exploration. The limited research in 
combining the SMC and the APF for path planning and control of planetary micro-rovers necessi-
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tates the research in the area of adaptability of path planning and control of micro-rover swarms 
for planetary exploration. For controlling a non-linear system, where state variables are not meas­
urable with parameter variations[5], SMC is the preferred choice. Hence SMC was selected for its 
inherent robustness to parameter variations[6] .
The Artificial Potential Field (APF) based collision avoidance algorithm was adapted for path 
planning due to its simplicity and low computational costs [7]as compared to other classical meth­
ods (cell decomposition. Visibility Roadmap and Subgoal Network) and the Heuristic-based 
methods (Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm and Ant colony Optimisation[8].
For the Martian surface, the problem that needs to be addressed is that of micro-rover swarms 
operating in a coordinated manner, performing manoeuvres, to achieve single or multiple tasks. 
This makes the manoeuvring to a final configuration in which each micro-rover has its position 
either initially predefined or randomly distributed in space, a complicated task. Once configured in 
a geometrical configuration, the reconfiguration of the rovers is another issue that needs attention. 
Assuming a scenario, in which, the positions of the rovers are reassigned to other locations to per­
form different task, but with the requisite tools distributed. Tool exchange beeomes necessary, and 
therefore a need to move to that location.
With this in mind, other problems will arise which is that of collision avoidance from obstacles. 
These obstacles are objects, which can either be dynamic or static, other than the robots which may 
thwart the motion of the micro-rover or delay its movement to the required destination. The prob­
lem was further investigated in the course of this research by injecting more realistic perturbations 
like slip and sinkage into the environment to create an unwanted disturbance. The tests would be 
closer to a physical real life problem. The problem of overcoming these artificially created disturb­
ances was also looked at in the course of the study in order to present more representative 
environmental perturbations.
Due to the rough terrains on the Martian surface, research has shown that classical or conven­
tional control methods for mobile robots are not suitable for autonomous Martian exploration. 
Sliding mode control is a well-established non-linear control method and is used due to its inherent 
robustness[9]. The disturbance created will assist in verifying and validating how the system will 
be able to cope with the known and unknown disturbances in the environment using the sliding 
mode controller.
The dynamic model of the robot on an unstructured and perturbed terrain is developed to meet 
the designed objectives of tracking and traction control, and path planning for obstacle avoidance. 
This concept is further developed for micro-rover swarms, which is vital for future surface 
exploration missions involving two or more rovers.
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1.2.2. Objectives
i. To combine the simplicity of the APF and the robustness of the SMC to efficiently 
navigate swarms of micro-rovers whilst avoiding multiple obstacles.
ii. The development of tracking and traction control algorithm and assess its robustness 
using the parameters of the Pioneer 3 AT robot and in-house soil simulants SSC-1 and 
SSC-2.
iii. To test and validate the performance of both APF and SMC using soil SSC simu 
lants (Surrey Space Centre (SSC-1 and SSC-2)..
iv. To verify the robustness of the SMC using different traction controllers.
1.3. Research Novelty
The perceived novelties in the areas of path planning and controller design are as follows:
i. Integration of the Artificial Potential Field method with a dynamic model for for­
mation control of a point mass system.
ii. Validation of novel traction control algorithms for coordinated operation of planetary 
micro-rovers and adaptation of the navigation function for trajectory tracking using the 
dynamic model of a four wheeled Pioneer 3AT robot under perturbed operating 
conditions.
iii. Application of the Artificial Potential Field and Sliding Mode Control algorithms for 
micro-rover swarms, thereby demonstrating aggregation, formation and reconfiguration 
of micro-rover swarms using realistic terrain conditions.
iv. Integration of Artificial Potential Field based planning algorithms for collision 
avoidance of micro-rover swarms in the presence of static obstacles.
V. Comparative analysis of different sliding mode controllers for traction control of
swarms of micro-rovers on different in-house soil simulants
The outcomes of this study prove the feasibility of novel path planning and robust control 
algorithms for future planetary surface exploration missions using multiple rovers. The evident 
novelties will advance the current state-of-the-art of cooperative swarm navigation and control. The 
results can be applicable to both terrestrial and extra-terrestrial exploration missions.
1.4. Publications
[1] H.D. Ibrahim , C.M. Saaj, “On New Algorithms for Path Plaiming and Control of Micro- 
Rover Swarms, 14* Towards Autonomous Robotic Systems(TAROS), 28* -30* August, 2013, St 
Anne’s College, Oxford.
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[2] H.D. Ibrahim , C.M. Saaj, Path Planning and Control of Micro-Rover Swarms for Planetary 
Exploration, 2011 Centre for Satellite Technology Development (CSTD) conference , Abuja, Ni­
geria, July, 2011
[3] C. M. Saaj, H. D. Ibrahim, “Collision Avoidance and Control of Multi-Agent Systems”, 
Proceedings of the International Conference on Control, Communication and Computing, 18-20* 
February, 2010, Trivandrum, India
[4] H. Ibrahim and C. Saaj, “Towards new traction control and path planning solutions for mi­
cro-rover swarms”, journal paper under preparation.
1.5. Overview of Dissertation
This report is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 is the literature review on the state of the art planetary wheeled rovers. Pioneer 3 AT 
Mobile Robot, swarm navigation. Sliding Mode Control (SMC) and path planning techniques.
Chapter 3 describes the background work on the principles of Artificial Potential Field method 
(APF) and Sliding Mode Control for point mass systems, and swarm formation and highlights the 
issues of local minima problem.
Chapter 4 discusses the novel algorithm development with the dynamic model, APF, SMC and 
the navigation function for obstacle avoidance and includes simulation results for formations of 
rovers in different configurations.
Chapter 5 highlights the comparison of the results for different trajectory paths for different 
scenarios and controllers. Swarm formations were also carried out using the parameters of the 
Pioneer 3AT four wheeled robot using the properties of Surrey Space Centre Soil simulant 1 &2.
Chapter 6 concludes the findings of this research based on the literature review, simulation and 
analysis of both SMC and APF methods for locomotion and navigation of micro-rover swarms 
based on the dynamic model of the four wheeled Pioneer 3AT mobile robot. This chapter also 
highlights the future scope of this research.
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2 Literature Review
The literature survey involves investigations that were carried out on different types of the micro­
rovers, artificial potential fields. Sliding Mode Controllers, navigation functions and how the appli­
cation of the artificial potential field for path planning and Sliding Mode Controller could be 
implemented and adapted for planetary exploration. The problems of achieving these goals in the 
course of the research have been highlighted. This will finally culminate in the application of Slid­
ing Mode Control, Artificial Potential field and the navigation function for the control and path 
planning with obstacle avoidance, and subsequently for reconfiguration of rovers.
2.1 State-of-the-art of Planetary Rovers
The first robot to explore an extra-terrestrial body was Lunakhod, launched by the then Soviet Un­
ion in 1970 to explore the moon. Remotely operated from the earth, Lunakhod traversed 10.5 
kilometres of the moon surface, taking photos and analysing the soil. There are different planetary 
exploration missions that have brought autonomous vehicles to the surface of other planets, for in­
stance Mars. There is the Sojourner of the Mars Pathfinder mission, followed by the Spirit and 
Opportunity of the MER missions. During the past decade, there were major breakthroughs in 
space robotics [2], notably by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s autono­
mous Mars rovers. Spirit and Opportunity, which landed on the Red planet in 2004. The MER 
rovers have sizes that allow them to venture into autonomous traverses on the planetary surface 
without support of an operator. They are capable of navigating rather rugged terrains. An example 
of a wheeled Rover (Spirit) is the NASA MER Rover shown in Fig. 2-1.
The Sojourner micro-rover, developed by NASA is shown Fig.2-2. Sojourner is a six wheeled 
rover with the dimensions: 65 cm long, 48 cm wide and 30 cm tall and weighs about 10.5 kg. This 
micro-rover was designed to move 500 m from the Lander and at a maximum speed of 1 cm/sec. 
The Sojourner landed on the Mars Path finder mission on July 4, 1997.
The micro-rover swarm is a collection of two or more micro-rovers that works cooperatively to 
achieve desired mission objectives of for instance, getting samples from Mars, servicing, 
redundancy and distributed payloads on different micro-rovers to reduce mission costs. The path 
planning and control strategy for these cooperative tasks implementations is being studied so as to 
translate the terrestrial applications of the micro-robots for planetary exploration.
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Figure 2-1; NASA MARS Spirit ROVER [1]
Figure 2-2: Sojourner micro-rover [1]
Using a number of this kind of micro-rovers highlights the potential of cooperation when 
properly coordinated using an effective and efficient controller for the control and path planning, 
which has been achieved in this research.
The different types of rovers based on the number of wheels, sizes, countries of origin and the 
controllers are shown in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1; Properties of some seleeted Rovers showing variations in size and weight
[250,251,252]
Rover’s name Number of 
wheels
Weight {kg) Controllers
Super Mario 
(Swaziland)
2 20 Neural Network
Sojourner, Zau- 
rus
6 10.5/18 Neural Network & 
PID controller
Lunokhod (Rus­
sia)
8 900 Remote control
Spirit & Oppor­
tunity (USA)
6 174 Remote control
EXOMARS
(European)
6 3130 Remote control
Curiosity (USA) 6 899 Remote Control
The super Mario contains two wheels, with each wheel independently driven and capable of 
producing a torque of 0.56 Nm.
Lunokhod was designed in 1970 by the then Soviet Union to explore the moon surface and re­
turn pictures, with a mass of 900 Kg and was remotely controlled from the ground. Spirit and 
Opportunity, EXOMARS and curiosity are also controlled by remote control.
From the above descriptions of the sizes, mass and availability and after the necessary trade­
offs, the path planning and control algorithms will be validated in simulations using the Pioneer 
3AT micro-robot dynamical model using the Artificial Potential Field for path planning and Sliding 
Mode Control for swarm control and reconfiguration.
2.2 Artificial Potential Field for Path Planning of Mobile Robots
According to[7], path planning can be defined as the methodologies used to find a suitable 
collision-free path for micro-robots between the starting point and the destination. Robot or rover 
path planning in a generalised sense could be referred to the process of identifying obstacle free 
path within a workspace, in order to provide a collision free navigation. Therefore, path planning 
can be seen as an open complex problem that does not only guarantee a collision- free path with
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minimum travelling distance (optimisation problem) but also requires smoothness and clearance. 
Micro-rovers are rovers that weigh a few kilograms[l]. The planetary society defines micro-rovers 
as rovers with a mass of approximately 1 to 12 Kg.The establishment of a trajectory of a micro­
rover from an initial position to a final target position within a 2-D(Dimensional) workspace 
clustered with obstacles forms the basis of the path planning requirement. An obstacle can be 
defined as any item, material or object other than the goal, while the target point is the goal state or 
the desired destination of the micro-rover. The environments may either be completely known 
environments or completely unknown, unstructured environments. The cost function is to find the 
shortest distanee between the two points. Many methods have been developed to tackle this 
problem[8]. These include the C (Configuration)-Space methods, artificial potential field methods 
and the neural network approaches. C-Space is the configuration space of the robot. The robot is 
viewed as a particle that moves in a potential field generated by the goal and obstacle[7]. A Neural 
Network (NN) can be defined as the study of adaptable nodes that are adjusted to repeatedly solve 
problems based on stored experimental knowledge gained from process of leaming[8].The NN 
based approach can be based on the configuration of the layers and the training methodology. 
Others are the Voronoi, Bug, Visibity, reactive and roadmaps[7]. The main difficulties for mobile 
path planning has been the computational complexities, local optimum and adaptability[7] which 
researchers have always been trying to solve. A robot can be defined as an autonomous or non 
autonomous system, which exists in the physical world and can sense its environment and acts on 
some goals. An autonomous mobile robot is one that is capable of performing its tasks absolutely 
without any form of human intervention. Local path planning (sensor based) is an indispensable 
method of path planning when environments change with time, or are unknown. A posteriori 
knowledge can be used to find the next trajectory in a path (by collecting information about the 
outcome of the previous trajectory or may be used to guide the robots. The technique is equivalent 
to ‘execute and evaluate’. The other classification of path planning is that where a priori knowledge 
of the environment is required or a sufficient knowledge of the environment is available.
A well-established method for collision avoidance [7, 10-16] of terrestrial robots [17] is the 
Artificial Potential Field. Paper[10] dealt with extending the potential fields approach to avoid 
trappings. Sliding mode control for an obstacle avoidance strategy based on harmonic potential 
field was discussed in [11]. Paper [12] dealt with obstacle avoidance for mobile robots using artifi­
cial potential field approach with simulated annealing. Safe obstacle avoidance for industrial robots 
working without fences was treated in [13]. Paper [14] dealt with the Laplacian artificial potential 
field for the path planning of robotic manipulators. Paper [7] dealt with Navigation/collision avoid­
ance. Exact robot navigation and control using artificial potential functions was treated in [15]. 
Paper [16] discussed the formation and obstacle avoidance in the unknown environment of multi­
robot system. Spacecraft swarm navigation and control using artificial potential field and sliding
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mode control was analysed in [17]. APF was first introduced by O. Khatib [18]. The micro-rover is 
considered to have an artificial potential field generated by the goal and by the obstacles in the 
environment. The goal generates an attractive potential while the obstacles generate a repulsive 
potential. A potential field is viewed as an energy field, and so its gradient at each point is a force. 
The APF is not computationally intensive and therefore is gaining popularity in its usage for many 
practical applications. The major drawback to this approach is the existence of local minima that 
differs from its desired goal position. Other drawbacks of the APF are the oscillations in trajectories 
and insufficient representation of the environments or robots states [19].
Several methods are used to overcome the local minima problem, while using the APF, which 
has been a subject of very active research [10-14, 16, 17, 20-30]. Paper [20] deals with path plan­
ning using Laplace’s equations. Swarm aggregation using artificial potential field and sliding mode 
control was discussed in [21]. Paper [22] deals with path tracking, obstacle avoidance and position 
estimation by an autonomous wheeled planetary rover. Paper [23] treated guidance and control of 
autonomous planetary rovers. Sliding mode control for gradient tracking and robot navigation us­
ing artificial potential field was analysed in [24]. Paper [25] deals with realtime obstacle 
avoidance using harmonic potential functions. Solving the potential field local minimum problem 
using internal agent states was discussed in [26]. Paper [27] dealt with the experimental evaluation 
of robot path planning by artificial potential field approach with simulated annealing. The assess­
ment of artificial potential field methods for navigation of planetary rovers was analysed in [28]. 
Paper [29] dealt with the new potential functions for multi-robot path planning. An improved wall 
following method for escaping from local minimum in artificial potential field based path planning 
was discussed in [30]. Some of the them are APF with simulated annealing, superquadric potential 
functions, repulsive potential functions with circular thresholds of Gaussian shapes, numerical 
potential function (using Monte Carlo analysis) of the Barraquand [12, 31, 32] and APF with 
Genetic Algorithm [32, 33]. Simulated Annealing is a probabilistic method [34] for finding the 
global minimum of a cost function that may possess several local minima. Quadratic or Superquad­
ric potential functions are non-smooth potential functions which exhibit a quadratic or superquadric 
growth[35]. A superquadric formulation[36] is a generalisation of the elliptical potential function 
method, and therefore viable for a much larger class of object shapes. Based on the electric charge 
modelling[37], the repulsive potential of obstacles is defined as a function of relative position and 
electric charge. The solutions have shown that local minima can be removed but the cost of in­
creased computational complexity. The other technique is the use of an efficient search techniques 
with the ability of escaping local minima [27]. Some of these are, but not limited, to best-first, 
random, valley -guided and constrained motion techniques. The best-first motion technique essen­
tially performs a best-first search of the corresponding configuration space discretized grid using 
the C-potential U as the cost function[38]. The random motion technique applies a Monte-Carlo
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procedure, which consists of generating Brownian motions until the minimum is escaped instead 
filling up each encountered local minimum[38]. The valley guided technique consists of searching 
the valleys of a C-potential U [38]. Finally the constrained motion technique combines the charac­
teristics of the three techniques[38].
However, according to literature, this method is slow and inefficient for online application and 
mirco-rovers [27]. The simulations have been on using the global navigation function used in [17, 
21]. According to [15], navigation functions have only one minimum. Navigation APF is the 
function that has only one global minimum not local minima, and guarantees to provide a global 
minima at the target. Guldner [24] describes the APF method as building a potential field with a 
gradient acting towards the goal (global minimum) and repellent from obstacles (local maxima). 
Artificial potential field is widely used for autonomous robot path planning and navigation due to 
its light computational complexity [39]. The paper enables distributed path planning in multi-robot 
in real-time using APF. The algorithm calculates new potential functions for a swarm between 
robots; spread based on priority and then solves the local minima problem. A novel potential field 
method for obstacle and path planning of mobile robot was presented in [37]. The proposed 
potential field method was designed for mobile robot motion planning, in a static environment 
where both the goal and obstacles are fixed. Leader-Follower formation control using APFs; A 
kinetic approach was considered in [40]. This paper presents a novel formation control technique of 
a group of differentially driven wheeled mobile robots APF based navigation and leader-follower 
formation control scheme. A delay- tolerant, potential field-based, network implementation of an 
integrated navigation system was proposed in [41]. They showed through experimental results that 
edge detection, a planner and a network based quadratic controller can be networked to create and 
efficient and delay-tolerant integrated network controller. A Potential field method to navigate 
several mobile robots was proposed in [42]. Simulation results show that the proposed potential 
field method is suitable for navigation of several mobile robots in complex and unknown 
environments. Virtual local target method for avoiding local minimum in potential field based robot 
navigation was investigated in [43]. This paper studied the local minimum problem in potential 
field robot navigation. The presented algorithm was computationally simple and appropriate for 
real-time navigation. Global path planning for mobile robot based on improved artificial potential 
function was considered in [44]. This paper presents an improved potential field approach to 
address the local minimum problem. Decentralised self-organizing potential field-based control for 
individually motivated mobile agents in a cluttered environment: a vector field approach was 
investigated in [45]. This paper describes the construction of a conditionally complete decentralised 
motion planner for agents sharing a workspaee with unknown stationary forbidden regions.
It can be concluded from the diverse literature on APF, some of which are highlighted, that Arti­
ficial Potential field is widely used for obstacle avoidance for its simplicity and ease of
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implementation, hence its obvious choice for this research work.
2.3 Sliding Mode Control
Sliding Mode Control [6, 9, 11, 17,21,24,46-50], is a particular type of Variable Structure Control 
System (VSCS) whose most important characteristic is that the closed loop system is completely 
insensitive to bounded system uncertainties and external disturbances, and therefore very robust. 
Optimal formation configuration control of multiple Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs) 
using improved particle swarm optimisation was discussed in [46]. The Sliding Mode and Control: 
Theory and applications was discussed in-depth in [47]. Paper [48] dealt with sliding mode and 
PID control of a structural system against earthquake. A Novel low chattering sliding mode control­
ler was analysed in [49] . Paper[9] analysed the variable structure systems with sliding modes. 
Sliding modes in control and optimisation was explained in [6]. Paper [50] deals with the sliding 
mode control of space robot formation flying. The VSCS is designed to drive and maintain the sys­
tem along a suitable surface in the state space. As long as the system path lies on this surface, 
stability will be achieved. VSC is a form of discontinuous non-linear control. The method alters 
the dynamics of a non-linear system by the application of high switching control. Variable Structure 
Control (VSC) is a viable high-speed switching feedback control. Fundamentally, VSC utilizes a 
high-speed switching control law to drive the nonlinear plant's state trajectory [51] onto a specified 
and user-chosen surface in the state space (called the sliding or switching surface), and to maintain 
the plant's state trajectory on this surface for all subsequent time. This surface is called the switch­
ing surface because if the state trajectory of the plant is "above" the surface a control path has one 
gain and a different gain if the trajectory drops "below" the surface. The plant dynamics restricted 
to this surface represent the controlled system's behaviour. By proper design of the sliding surface, 
VSC attains the conventional goals of control such as stabilization, tracking, regulation, etc. This 
is what results in the robustness of the SMC. Sliding Mode Control exhibits robustness against 
model uncertainty and external disturbance while on the sliding surface, in addition to its behaviour 
as a reduced order system [47]. Sliding mode control systems includes two phases: the reaching 
phase and the sliding phase. The reaching phase is when the system trajectory moves towards the 
sliding surface and the sliding phase is when the system trajectory moves along the sliding surface 
[52]. During the reaching phase, the system state is driven towards the switching surfaces. During 
this time, the tracking error cannot be controlled directly and the system response is sensitive to 
parameter uncertainties and noise [53]. Thus it is advisable to reduce to the barest minimum or 
even zero the reaching phase. This can be reduced by using a larger control torque, which in itself 
creates extreme sensitivity to un-modelled dynamics, actuation saturation and undesirably higher 
chattering as well [53]. The essence of the SMC is that in the presence of the prescribed switching 
manifold, the velocity vector of the controlled state trajectories always points towards the switching 
manifold. Such motion is induced by imposing destructive (discontinuous) control actions usually
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in the form of switching control strategies.
Sliding Mode Control has been studied extensively for over 50 years and is widely used in 
practical applications [9, 17, 54-56]due to its simplicity and robustness to parameter variations and 
disturbances. Terminal sliding mode control of second-order nonlinear uncertain systems was pro­
posed in[54]. The analysis of a modified sliding mode speed controller for servo drives was carried 
out in [55]. The paper [56] discussed work on sliding modes in multidimensional systems with var­
iable structure. Utilisation of these ideas began by the former Soviet Union in the late 1950s[9]. 
Despite the sustained active research on SMC for over 50 years, the key teehnical problems of 
chattering, the removal of the effects of un-modelled dynamics, adaptive learning and the 
improvement of the robustness [57] remains a key research challenge that has attracted continuing 
attention. Since its inception in the 1950s, a large body of research has been devoted to SMC as 
depicted in the current research where a Google scholar search on SMC in 2009, with about 440, 
000 results, has experienced an increase of 25 % by 2010, a year later. In 2014, while concluding 
the research work, the volume has increased to 300%.
In [56], the variable structure systems with vector control inputs was discussed. Each compo­
nent of the control vector was discontinuous on a corresponding surface in the system coordinate 
space. In such systems, sliding modes may arise and then trajectories lie on the discontinuous sur­
faces or their intersections. A so-called method of equivalent control is suggested which allows 
formal development of equations of such motions[56]. The validity of the sliding mode equations 
derived through the equivalent control approach is established by the introduction into the system 
of small nonlinearities (of hysteresis, time-lag, and a periodic type) which are then made to tend to 
zero. The Lyapunov stability concepts were applied to derive the conditions for existence of sliding 
modes. It follows from the equations describing system evolution in the sliding mode that trajecto­
ry characteristics are dependent on the discontinuity surfaces equations. A class of systems in the 
paper [56] , indicated the evolution in the sliding mode possesses invariance with respect to varia­
ble parameters and disturbances.
Sliding Mode Control was used in [58] for active suspension systems and applied for disturb­
ance attenuation. A unit vector approach was used, which is a SMC structure for multivariable 
systems and with a robust non-linear controller designed. Robust Eigen structure assignment meth­
od is implemented to sliding mode design. The method of continuous SMC under state and control 
constraints was considered in [59], where the continuous control law was used to avoid chattering. 
Chattering suppression for (Digital Signal Processing(DSP) Based Sliding Mode current control of 
PM DC drives was presented in [60]. Several chattering suppression methods for current regula­
tion of DC motor drives were investigated. The employment of the inner approximations of 
maximal admissible set for a nonlinear continuous-time system to guarantee the satisfaction of con­
straints was demonstrated. The derivation of the effective control parameter selection methods
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necessary for practical implementations of standard first order dynamic, and complex valued slid­
ing mode controller was carried out in [61]. The SMC was applied to the ultra-filtration process 
associated with the Hanford Department of Energy and Waste treatment and Immobilization Plant 
[62]. The robust controller was designed from a posed time optimization problem where it is shown 
that the developed optimal controller was similar to the sliding mode control for the resulting first 
order system. Sliding mode control was used as the control of the Electronic throttle valve in [63].
The global sliding mode control with adaptive fuzzy chattering free method for nonlinear sys­
tem was proposed in [64]. A novel fuzzy logic SMC law was investigated for second order 
nonlinear uncertain systems. The reaching phase was eliminated and by using the fuzzy system, the 
limitation of uncertainty bonds was released and the chattering phenomenon in the SMC was re­
moved by fuzzy switching. Non-linear phenomena like stick-slip friction and gear backlash were 
neglected and in order to cope with these uncertainties as well as model discontinuity, concepts of 
sliding mode control were applied. The sliding mode control for linear multivariable systems in the 
presence of disturbances and parameter variations was considered in [65]. A new method using 
nonlinear switching surfaces was introduced so that the speed of the response was improved. In 
[66], the problem of path following was proposed for a specific type of wheeled mobile robot. Two 
path following algorithms were developed and implemented by applying sliding mode control theo­
ry. The methodological approach to design dynamic output feedback sliding mode control for a 
class of uncertain dynamical systems was discussed in [67]. The design of the equivalent control 
and the sliding functions are based on the pole placement technique. Linear observers were devel­
oped to implement the sliding function and the equivalent control. The sliding mode control for 
gradient tracking and robot navigation using artificial potential fields was introduced in [24]. The 
control achieves exact tracking of the gradient lines and is invariant with respect to parametric un­
certainties and perturbations in system dynamics. A novel robust algorithm using sliding mode 
control for a three dimensional. High Earth Orbit satellite formation scenario was presented in [68]. 
The paper highlights the comparison of the results of three types of sliding mode controllers. These 
are the tan-hyperbolic SMC; the second is the constant plus proportional rate SMC and the power 
rate SMC. In the application of the sliding mode control to optical disk drives[69], it was demon­
strated that the SMC could improve the tracking accuracy, accessibility, and defect resistance.
The design of a moving sliding surface in a variable structure plant for a second order system 
was considered in [70]. The chattering phenomena were also dealt with during the switching pro­
cess for an unstable sliding surface condition. The paper highlights the effectiveness of the SMC 
used in the design. The second order sliding mode control design for active vibration control was 
considered in [71]. A modified sliding mode speed controller for servo drives was investigated in 
[72]. A modified structure of a sliding mode controller with additional filtering module was pro­
posed and good quality of control was achieved. The novel second order SMC retains the 
robustness properties of the classical sliding mode control as well as the removing the high ffe-
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quency switching due to chattering drawback of the SMC. A sliding mode based identifier to deal 
with the parameter identification problem for a class of parameter uncertain nonlinear systems with 
input nonlinearity was dealt with in [73].
Sliding mode control of a mobile robot for dynamic obstacle avoidance based on a time- 
varying harmonic potential field was presented in [74]. A harmonic potential field method for dy­
namic environments is proposed to generate an online reference trajectory for a wheeled mobile 
robot. Sliding mode methodology and Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI)s based controller design for 
performance enhancement and chattering reduction was presented in [75]. Based on the concept of 
the SMC methodology, a linear sliding mode was systematically constructed via LMIs such that the 
closed loop system is robust stable against both matched and unmatched uncertainties. Sliding 
mode control was used for the robust speed and position control of permanent magnet synchronous 
motor(PMSM) in [76]. Anew approach to chattering reduction in the sliding mode control was pre­
sented in [77]. A novel sliding mode control approach based on fuzzy logic is proposed to reduce 
the chattering phenomenon in [77].
Sliding mode control of trajectory tracking of non-holonomic wheeled mobile robots was in­
vestigated in [78]. The proposed control algorithm to achieve trajectory tracking of a mobile robot 
uses the computed torque method for feedback linearization of the dynamic equation and a theory 
of the sliding mode for robust control. Dynamic sliding mode control of a four-wheel skid-steering 
vehicle in the presence of sliding was presented in [79]. The paper deals with the design and the 
implementation of a robust path-following feedback controller, based on the dynamic model of a 
four-wheel skid-steering robot. The sliding mode controller was designed and simulated on the 
simulated RobOC4 robot. The SMC was used to ensure the reaching condition of the sliding mode 
for the nonlinear system. Sliding mode control of a chemical process was considered in [80]. The 
process was nonlinear and the dynamics are highly involved due to the strong interdependencies 
between the variables involved. The results showed that the proposed methodology successfully 
drives the dimensionless concentration to its desired level and maintains the temperature bounded.
Adaptive sliding mode control in discrete-time systems was investigated in [81]. In the pres­
ence of bounded parametric uncertainties, an adaptive control scheme that guarantees the 
asymptotic stability of the control objective was presented. The discrete sliding mode may be im­
plemented using the piecewise constant control actions, which causes the state trajectories to 
evolve on some manifold in the system state space. The degree of robustness against perturbations 
and uncertainties was another important merit of the SMC. A nonlinear control application of ge­
netic algorithm (GA) optimisation techniques was investigated in [82].The study involves 
designing sliding mode (SM) controllers for the diving and heading manoeuvres of a linear subma­
rine model. The results showed that to attain good performance the GA solution involves 
controllers which operate in a specific region. The selection of this region effectively changes the 
structure of the controllers. Sliding mode control for slosh-free motion using non-linear sliding sur-
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face was presented in [83]. The paper presents a method for the design of a sliding mode controller 
for a class of mismatched uncertain systems and a new state dependent nonlinear switching surface 
was proposed. Dynamic path planning for mobile robots based on the genetic algorithm in un­
known environments was presented in [84]. The real coding, fitness function and specific genetic 
operators are designed to increase the convergence of the algorithm and improve accuracy of op­
eration. The simulation results show that the genetic algorithm has strong adaptability to dynamic 
and unknown environments.
Vehicle dynamics control based on optimal sliding mode control theory was proposed in [85]. 
The proposed controller is used to improve handling and stability of the vehicle by controlling the 
wheel slip ratio effectively. The controller can guarantee a high robustness with respect to the 
change of road surface condition. A sliding mode control with PID sliding surface and experimental 
application to an electromechanical system was proposed in [86]. The proposed sliding mode con­
troller was chosen to ensure the stability of the overall dynamics during the reaching and sliding 
phases. Experimental evaluation of a chatter free sliding mode control for lateral control in Auto­
mated Highway System(AHS) was presented in [87]. Non-linear model validation and second 
order sliding mode controller design for a research reactor was investigated in [88].
The linear and non-linear models of the Pakistan Research Reactor-1 (PARR-1) was tuned and 
validated with the experimental data using the SMC. The problem of the sliding mode manifold 
design for unmatched disturbance for Nonlinear Second Order System (NSOS) was examined in 
[89]. The proposed method reduces the effect of both unmatched uncertainties and external disturb­
ances. The results with the SMC show that a tracking error comparable to that of linear scheduled 
gain controllers can be achieved by a sound nonlinear robust control technique. Genetic algorithms 
applied to fuzzy sliding mode controller design was proposed in [90]. An automated design ap­
proach to the design problem, using tournament and rank-based genetic algorithms to replace the 
trial-and- error design was developed. Terminal sliding mode control of second-order nonlinear 
uncertain systems was investigated in [54]. The proposed scheme eliminates the reaching phase 
problem so that the closed loop system always shows the invariance to parameter uncertainties. The 
problem however is that it is difficult to implement and has a singularity problem.
Sliding mode control for trajectory tracking of mobile robot in the Radio Frequency Identifica­
tion (RFID) sensor space was proposed in [91]. The paper presents a sliding mode control method 
based on the kinematic model. A control approach for continuous time uncertain nonlinear systems 
with unknown high frequency gain sign was presented in [92], relying on a logic-driven sliding 
mode control. To achieve the resulting control strategy of a hybrid nature, the relevant features of 
the control action were modified on the occurrence of events tied to the state evolution. In [93] the 
problem of constrained optimization in dynamic Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems was consid­
ered. The problem consists in designing a control signal capable of generating a system state 
evolution confined to a specified feasible region, as well as of steering the state trajectory to an
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equilibrium point where a predefined cost function, depending on the system state, results in being 
minimized. The sliding-mode control was applied to a z-source converter to control output dc volt­
age of impedance network in [94]. The converter was assumed to be working in Continuous 
Conduction Mode (CCM).
The applications of SMC in z-source inverter were studied and the results illustrate the effec­
tiveness and robustness of the sliding mode controller. The practical design issues of sliding-mode 
(SM) controllers as applied to the control of Direct Current- Direct Current DC-DC converters was 
examined in [95]. The major problems that prevent the use of SMC in dc-dc converters for indus­
trial and commercial applications were investigated. Possible solutions are derived, and practical 
design procedures are outlined. It was shown that the use of SMC led to an improved robustness in 
providing consistent transient responses over a wide range of operating conditions. A multi-agent 
system tracking using sliding mode control combined with artificial potential was proposed in [96]. 
Combined with APF, SMC was adapted to control multi-agent systems. The method is suitable to 
control agents with nonlinear dynamics to track static or moving goals in three dimension space 
with obstacles.
Guidance-control based path following for homing and docking using an autonomous underwa­
ter vehicle was proposed in [97]. The paper considers the control and guidance based path 
following strategy for homing and docking tasks using an underwater vehicle. An integrated SMC 
approach was introduced providing a robustness of motion control. Six degree of freedom variable 
hierarchy sliding mode control in halo orbits with potential function guidance was investigated in 
[98]. The novelty is in the formulation of a joint attitude/position sliding mode controller in con­
junction with potential function. Development of sliding mode controller for small satellites in 
planetary orbital environment formation flying missions was presented in [99] .The simulation re­
sults demonstrate that the APF method can provide simple and effective path planning for satellite 
formation flying. The Hill -Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) was used for the satellite dynamics, APF 
used for navigation and SMC used for the controller design. Higher order sliding mode control of 
wheeled mobile robots in the presence of sliding effects was proposed in [100]. The paper ad­
dressed the trajectory tracking problem for a wheeled mobile robots considering the presence of 
sliding effects that violates the non-holonomic constraints.
Vehicle parameter estimation and stability enhancement using the principles of sliding mode 
was illustrated in [101]. Tires longitudinal forces, vehicle side slip angle and velocity are identified 
and estimated using sliding mode observers. Discrete time output feedback sliding mode control 
algorithm for chattering reduction and elimination was proposed in[102]. The method uses only 
output samples and past control input for switching function evaluation and sliding mode control. It 
was shown that it is possible to reduce chattering by suitably choosing the reaching law parameters. 
Investigation of sliding-surface design on the performance of sliding mode controller in antilock 
braking systems was conducted in [103]. The paper looked at the effects of sliding surface design
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on the performance of an SMC-based antilock braking system (ABS), including brake torque limi­
tation, an actuator time delay, and tire-force build-up, A nonlinear control design for tracked robots 
with longitudinal slip was presented in [104].
An adaptive nonlinear feedback control law that compensates for the longitudinal slip is pro­
posed to achieve a given trajectory tracking objective. Adaptive variable structure control of a class 
of nonlinear systems was investigated in [105]. In this paper, a method is proposed for tuning the 
parameters of controllers, whose outputs are linear in adjustable parameters, utilizing variable 
structure systems theory. Sliding mode control for trajectory tracking of non-holonomic wheeled 
mobile robots was proposed in [78]. A robust tracking control of non-holonomic wheeled mobile 
robots using sliding mode. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of accurate tracking 
capability and the robust performance of the proposed scheme.
Chattering avoidance by second-order sliding mode control was investigated in [106]. A new 
solution to the problem of chattering in variable structure control was presented. It does not require 
the use of observers and differential inequalities. Integral and second order sliding mode control of 
harmonic oscillator was proposed in [107]. Integral sliding mode control was used to compensate 
for the bounded disturbances thereby improving the robustness of the controlled harmonic oscilla­
tor. A chattering elimination algorithm was also investigated in [108] , where chattering is 
eliminated by removing the discontinuous control signal when the system is operating near the slid­
ing plane. 2-Sliding Mode with adaption was proposed in [109]. An approach was proposed for 
real-time adaptation of 2-sliding controller parameters. The equivalent control is estimated by 
means of a special differentiator based on 2-sliding modes.
A stable tracking control method for an autonomous mobile robot was investigated in [110]. 
The paper proposes a stable tracking control rule for non-holonomic vehicles. Stability of the rule 
is proved through the use of a Lyapunov function.
The above reviews show how sliding mode control has been used for different non-linear con­
trol problems, and that SMC is robust to parameter variations. It is therefore proposed to use SMC, 
due to its robustness, together with Artificial Potential Field, for simplicity of operation, in this re­
search work.
2.4 Modelling and Control of Wheeled Mobile Robots
Terramechanics and control of micro-rovers has been an area of active research in the last decades, 
following the American Pathfinder mission landing on Mars [111, 112]. Paper [111] dealt with the 
terramechanics analysis and dynamic model for lunar rover on loose. Papers [112] <&[113] are the 
same but published 2007 and 2010 respectively and proposed path planning for planetary explora­
tion rovers and its evaluation based on wheel slip dynamics. According to the papers [111] [112] 
[113], trajectory control of a four-wheeled skid-steering vehicle over soft terrain using physical 
interaction model was studied on the Martian surface without support of an operator and it was
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found that they were capable of navigating rather rugged terrains. The control strategy takes into 
account the slip and skid effects to extend the mobility over planar granular soils. A new path 
control algorithm for path tracking of autonomous vehicles was proposed in [114]. The tricycle 
configurations with front driving and steering wheel were used. The variable structure path control 
was used to maintain the trajectory on the desired path. Traction control for a Rocker-Bogie robot 
with wheel-ground contact angle estimation was presented in [115]. The traction control was 
proposed based on the slip ratio.
Modelling soil traction for more effective control of walking planetary rovers was investigated 
in [116]. The paper dealt with the benefits of incorporating the deformation of soil under the feet of 
a walking robot as a feedforward input to the gait and leg controllers of the vehicle. This slip ratio 
is estimated from wheel rolling velocities and the robot velocity. The traction control is to minimise 
this slip ratio. Motion dynamics and control of a planetary rover with slip based traction model was 
investigated in [117]. The paper investigates the kinetic behaviour of a planetary rover with 
attention to terramechanics and articulated body dynamics, and thereby studied the control when 
the rover travels over rough terrains. Practical stabilization of a skid-steering mobile robot -  a 
kinematic-based approach was presented in [118]. The paper dealt with the kinematic control 
problem of skid-steering mobile robot using praetical smooth and time-varying stabilizer. Study on 
the dynamics and motion capability of the planetary rover with asymmetric mobility system was 
presented in [119]. A rover configuration with asymmetric mobility was proposed to analyze its 
motion performance. Newton-Euler method was adapted to establish the dynamics model.
Planetary surface exploration rovers must accurately and efficiently predict their mobility on 
natural, rough terrain [120]. The paper proposed a statistical method for mobility prediction that 
incorporates terrain uncertainty. The sliding mode controller for slip control of antilock brake 
systems has been carried out to regulate the slips in the front and rear wheels under some bounds of 
uncertainty in [121]. Stabilizing control for a wheeled robot following a curvilinear path was 
proposed in [122]. The goal of the control was to bring the robot to an assigned path and to 
stabilize its motion along it. According to [123], dynamic modelling and sliding mode control for 
lunar rover slip was investigated and the results shows that the controller robustly keeps the slip 
rate of the tracking wheel to the required value and avoids excessive spin and sink of the driving 
wheel. Sinkage has been a major problem of the Spirit Mars Exploration Rover which experienced 
difficulties due to this factor and the mission, even though exceeded its design lifetime, came to an 
abrupt end. In path planning for planetary exploration rovers and its evaluation based on wheel slip 
dynamics [112], the difficulty in applying the wheel slip dynamics as a criterion into path planning 
algorithm was emphasized. Experimental study and analysis on driving wheel’ performance for 
planetary rovers in deformable soil was carried in [124]. The results were analysed to evaluate the 
wheels’ driving performance. Non-linear observer for slip estimation of skid-steering vehicles was
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considered in [125]. In this paper, a sliding mode observer was implemented to estimate the slip 
parameters based on the kinematic model of a skid steering vehicle from on-board sensors. It was 
shown that the sliding mode observer was more accurate and robust than the Extended Kalman 
Filter (EKF), for one dimensional motion.
A robust dynamic feedback controller is designed and implemented, based on the dynamic 
model of the six-wheel skid steering RobuRoc6 robot for performing high speed turns in [126]. The 
object of the paper was to prove that SMC is robust enough to ignore the forces within the soil 
wheel interaction in the presence of sliding phenomena. Dead-reckoning inverse and direct 
kinematic solution of a 4-wheel independent driven rover was presented in [127]. Modelling and 
control of a 4-wheel skid steering mobile robot was investigated in [128]. A mathematical model of 
a 4- wheel skid-steering mobile robot was presented. An extension of the kinematic control law at 
the dynamic and motor levels using the Lyapunov analysis and the backstepping technique was also 
developed. The problem of trajectory control of four-wheel driven skid-steering wheel was tackled 
and the mathematical formulation for solving inverse and direct kinematics was presented. A 
simulator based on analytical track-terrain interaction modelling principles was presented in [129]. 
The paper presents the state of the art simulator that is capable of predicting the thrusts of a tracked 
wheel of a steady-state turning manoeuvre based on soil conditions. A lot of predictions and 
estimations of the slip rate are performed to accurately predict the slip before they allow for 
longitudinal manoeuvres, which are computationally expensive. The problem of the kinematics and 
dynamics of two constructional conceptions of a two- wheeled mobile robot was considered in 
[130]. The kinematic and dynamic parameters of motion from the solution of inverse kinematic and 
dynamic problems were obtained. Simulation results were presented to illustrate the efficiency. A 
driver assistance and vehicle control capability to increase safety and efficiency by means of non­
linear slip estimation was presented in [131]. A sliding mode observer and an EKF were 
constructed to estimate the slip parameters based on the kinematics model of a tracked vehicle and 
measurements. The simulation and experimental results shows that sliding mode observer gives 
better accuracy and convergence speed than the EKF.
Current-based slippage detection and odometry correction for mobile robots and planetary 
rovers was presented in [132]. A method for detecting and correcting odometry errors caused by 
All-Wheel Slippage (AWS) in planetary rovers with multiple, independent driven wheels was 
introduced. Generation of space grid map by 3D detection of obstacle distribution was investigated 
in [133]. The algorithm of 3-D (Dimensional) obstacle detection and the method of mapping the 
generated obstacle map and the tactile display device were proposed. A real-time obstacle detection 
system for robots was presented in [134]. The presented results show that the system is able to 
construct obstacle maps with good accuracy. Improved ant colony optimisation for robot navigation 
was presented in [135]. The paper involves the design and development of an improved ant colony
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optimisation algorithm for robot navigation. The algorithm was able to calculate the optimum path 
for the tasks of goal seeking, wall following and obstacle avoidanee.
Steering characteristics of an exploration rover on loose soil based on All-wheel dynamics 
model [136] was studied. The wheel contact model was developed based on terramechanics and the 
model was validated with simulation and experiments on a single wheel. Simultaneous 
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) addresses the problem of a robot navigating and acquiring 
spatial models of initially unknown environment, without an absolute localization means[137]. 
This paper presents a simple algorithm that provides a potential solution to the SLAM problem for 
a robot that is equipped with stereo vision sensor without relying on odometry sensors. Algorithms 
for wireless detection and depth calculation of obstacles were presented in[138]. The research was 
carried out in line with the increasing need to have autonomous robots that are capable of 
performing various tasks. Control design and implementation of mobile robot in the dynamic 
environment was proposed in [139]. The paper suggested the path planning algorithm based on 
virtual space for collision detection and to avoid obstacles in a dynamic environment and also 
proposed the use of quaternions for its implementation.
In [140], attempts are made to avoid the slip rates, by generating enough force using the sliding 
mode control and artificial potential field in order to avoid collisions and obstacles. A comparative 
study of Dirichlet and Neumann conditions for path planning through harmonic functions was 
considered in [140]. The study shows that the boundary conditions have to be carefully chosen to 
be applied to the harmonic function for path planning. A hierarchical architecture, called STP 
(Skills, Tactics and Play) was developed in [141] to control autonomous team of robots operating in 
an adversarial environment. The steering characteristics of an exploration rover on loose soil was 
studied in [142]. The all wheel dynamic model developed was used to model the behaviour of each 
wheel on the loose soil. A coordinated control for velocity tracking of lunar rover on loose soil was 
investigated in [143]. The simulation was carried out by the approach of integrated simulation 
combining Adams software with Mathlab/Simulink in order to achieve the velocity tracking goal 
based on slip ratio compensation. The result of a lateral control strategy that has been applied to the 
problem of steering an autonomous vehicle using vision was presented in[144].
The nonlinear control law proved its analytical and empirical stability for lateral driving of 
Ackerman-like vehicles. RobuROC6: an experimental platform for a high mobility on challenging 
terrain was presented in [145]. The paper deals with the analysis and the optimization of motion of 
an articulated multi-wheeled platform moving on uneven ground surface. Motion dynamic 
simulations and experiments of an exploration rover on natural terrain was investigated in [146]. 
The paper looked at the physical model of the wheel traction in the relationship of the motion 
dynamics and thereby studies the scenarios where a rover (Rocker-Bogie type) negotiates with the 
natural terrain, slips and stacks on a steep slope. Soil parameter identification for wheel-terrain
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interaction dynamics and traversability prediction is studied in [147]. The paper presents a novel 
technique for identifying soil parameters for a wheeled vehicle traversing unknown terrain. The 
identified soil parameters are required for predicting vehicle drawbar pull and wheel drive torques, 
which will be used for traversability prediction, traction control, and performance optimisation. 
Analysis and experimental verification for dynamic modelling of a skid-steered wheeled vehicle 
was performed in [148]. The paper develops and experimentally verifies dynamic models of skid- 
steered wheeled vehicle for general planar (2-D) motion and for linear (3-D) motion.
An empirical study of the terramechanics of small unmanned ground vehicles was carried out 
in[149]. The results of the paper show that Bekker theory yields under-estimates of small wheel 
sinkage and resistances. The consequence of such errors is severe, as they could lead to unexpected 
rover immobilization. Hence enough simulations should be carried out on different terrain condi­
tions to avoid these limitations, which was what was carried out is this research. Experimental and 
simulation results of wheel-soil interaction for planetary rovers was presented in [150]. The wheel 
soil interaction experiments were earried out on a single-wheel testbed and the results were 
compared with a single-wheel dynamic computer simulator which was developed in Matrix Labor­
atory (Matlab) and Simulink’s SimMehanics toolbox. Trafficability analysis for Lunar/planetary 
exploration rover using thrust-cornering characteristic diagram was proposed in [151]. The paper 
presents the thrust-cornering diagram for the trafficability analysis of a rover. The result showed 
that the proposed diagram was useful for a model-based feedforward control to traverse a sandy 
slope. A vision-based technique for vehicle slip and velocity estimation was carried out in [152]. 
The paper proposes a novel technique to estimate slip and velocities of an unmanned ground 
vehicle (UGV).
Wheel slip control via second order sliding modes generation was investigated in [153]. In this 
paper, second order sliding mode (SOSM) traction controller was investigated. Sliding-mode 
velocity and yaw control of a 4 - Wheel Drive WD skid-steering mobile robot was proposed in 
[154]. The paper dealt with the design and implementation of a robust dynamic feedback controller, 
based on the dynamic model of a four-wheel skid-steering RobuFAST A robot. Modelling and 
position control of mobile robots was presented in [155]. The paper presents a new approaeh for 
stable tracking of non-honomic wheeled mobile robots using PID controller. Vector field tracking 
control for wheeled mobile robots was proposed in [156]. In the proposed method, the controller is 
designed to asymptotically stabilise the tracking errors in both position and orientation angles. 
Planning and control of mobile robots in image space from overhead cameras was investigated in 
[157]. A framework for the development of a planar mobile robot controller based on image 
feedback was presented. Control of the behaviour dynamics for motion planning of mobile robots 
was proposed in [158]. A new approach to the motion planning problems of mobile robots in 
uncertain dynamic environments based on the behaviour dynamics was carried out.
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Real-time navigational control of mobile robots using an artificial neural network was 
investigated in [159]. The paper deals with the reactive control of an autonomous robot, which 
moves safely in a crowded real-world unknown environment and reaches a specified target by 
avoiding static as well as dynamic obstacles. Dynamic mobile robots for emergency surveillance 
and situational awareness was proposed in [160]. The paper investigates cooperative control for 
groups of high speed, low cost mobile robots. Decentralised nonlinear model predictive control of 
multiple flying robots was investigated in [161]. The proposed approach combined with an efficient 
numerical algorithm, enables the real time Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) of 
multiple autonomous helicopters. Stable social foraging swarms in a noisy environment was 
proposed in [162]. The results quantify earlier claims that social foraging is in a certain sense, 
superior to individual foraging when noise is present and provides clear connections between local 
agent-agent interactions and emergent group behaviour. Approximated nonlinear predictive control 
for trajectory tracking of a wheeled mobile robot was presented in [163]. In this work, the tracking 
control problem the tracking control problem is solved using the approximated nonlinear predietive 
control combined with APF for obstacle avoidance capabilities. Autonomous mobile robot 
navigation using Hybrid Virtual Force Field (HVFF) concept was investigated in [164]. A path 
planning and obstacle avoidance scheme for autonomous mobile robot in a partially known 2-D 
environment was presented. The simulation experiments demonstrate the improved performance of 
the HVFF.
Robot path planning by integrating the Artificial potential field approach with simulated 
annealing was proposed in [165].The paper presents a path planning approach which integrates the 
potential field and simulated annealing method for robots in static environments.
These reasons spur this research to investigate further the slip rate and apply the outcome to the 
path planning and control of micro-rover swarms for planetary exploration. The slip rate determina­
tion and problem has been a major field of study in terramechanics for terrestrial robotics and since 
this study will be extended to the Martian surface, which is an unstructured environment, the slip 
problem will also exist, hence the reason why it spurred our research in this area. It is therefore 
proposed to adapt the Sliding Mode Control with the Artificial Potential Field.
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2.5 Navigation and Swarm Control
Figure 2-3: Micro-rover swarm concept for Mars exploration [166]
A swarm of coordinated micro- rovers could be used for planetary site surveys, exploration of 
soil samples to study soil characteristics and site topology, as shown in Fig. 2-3. A swarm would 
provide redundancy in case of possible failures in any of the micro-rovers. New generations of 
small rovers for planetary exploration increases the capability of scientific measurements due to 
size, mass and costs, taking advantage of their mobility [4].
The control strategy of multi-agent systems or swarms was considered in [21, 167-171] based on 
the Artificial Potential Field and Sliding Mode Control. Stability analysis of swarms was discussed 
in [167, 168]. Stability analysis of swarms was discussed in [167]. Stability analysis of social for­
aging swarms: combined effects of attractant/repellent proposed in [168]. Paper [169, 170] dealt 
with the stability analysis of social foraging swarms. Stability analysis of swarms in an environ­
ment with attractant/repellent profile was also presented in [170]. These studies looks at the natural 
coordinated and cooperative behaviour of living beings ranging from bacteria to mammals, for in­
stance, swarms considered includes herds of birds, flocks of birds, and colonies of bacteria. It was 
concluded in these studies that the evolution of such behaviour could be due to its inherent ad­
vantages. Agent swarm formation can be understood as a kind of information binding mechanism 
in which agents (in this case micro-rover) interact with each other using swarming cohesiveness 
capabilities akin to bacteria's and mammals. Paper [171] dealt with a class of attractions/repulsion 
functions for stable swarm aggregations.
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In recent years, the research community has paid more attention to the study of swarm systems. 
The study is important not only because of the mathematical model of the biological swarms or 
particle swarms [172], which evolves with time, and which accurately explains the swarm 
cooperative behaviour and self-organisation phenomenon of most biological swarms but also 
because the swarm system has a unique engineering application background. For example, 
formation control of swarm robotics and Unmanned Area Vehicles (UAV), Satellite formations and 
Docking, have increased researchers’ interests in swarms.
The distributed and decentralised nature of the biological swarming systems has gained a strong 
interest from control engineering researchers, who are developing large-scale multi-vehicle 
systems. Group of autonomous vehicles with computing and communication capabilities can be 
used to perform a variety of spatial and temporal tasks [172] such as search and rescue, 
surveillance, environmental monitoring and space exploration, formation flying, distributed combat 
systems and synchronous payload delivery. Motion planning in the presence of directional and 
regional avoidance constraints using non-linear, anisotropie, harmonic potential fields was 
investigated in [173]. The novelty of the planner lies in its ability to enforce region avoidance and 
direction constraints jointly. Navigation, motion planning and control of autonomous wheeled 
mobile robots in labyrinth type scenarios was proposed in[174]. The problem relates to searching 
technique of how to navigate towards a goal in an unknown, confined or cluttered environment 
when the obstacles to avoid are discovered in real time. Robot path planning in dynamic 
environments using a simulated annealing based approach was presented in [175]. This paper 
proposes a simulated annealing based approach to determine the optimal or near optimal path 
quickly for a mobile robot in dynamic environments with both static and dynamic obstacles. 
Unmanned aerial vehicle swarm control using potential functions and sliding mode control was 
presented in [176]. The paper deals with a behaviour-based decentralized control strategy for 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) swarming by using the APF and SMC techniques.
Autonomous operation of mobile robots in unknown cluttered environments is one of the 
fundamental actions of future applications of autonomous systems [177]. The paper presents a 
three-layered hierarchical path control system for guiding mobile robots through an unprepared 
cramped workspace to a specified goal point. Closed loop navigation for multiple micro robots was 
presented in [178]. The problem of concurrent movement of a group of micro-robots was 
examined. The micro-robots are modelled as unicycles moving on constant curvature, and are 
assumed to have a communication sensing system for local information sharing. Negotiation 
schemes for multi-agent cooperative search was investigated in [179]. Several negotiation schemes 
for multiple agents performing cooperation tasks were conducted. The negotiation schemes provide 
suboptimal solutions, but have attractive features of fast decision-making, and scalability to large 
number of agents without increasing the complexity of the algorithm.
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One of the main problems in the navigation of robotie swarms is when several robots try to 
reach the same target at the same time, causing congestion situations that may compromise perfor­
mance. A distributed coordination algorithm to alleviate this type of congestion was proposed in
[180]. Using local sensing and communication, and controlling their actions using a probabilistic 
finite state machine, robots were able to coordinate themselves to avoid these situations. Simula­
tions and real-time experiments were executed to study the performance and effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm. The results showed that the algorithm allows the swarm to have a more effi­
cient and smoother navigation and is suitable for large groups of robots.
Cooperative path planning and task assignment for unmanned air vehicles was investigated in
[181]. In the paper, it was stated that path planning and task assignment in cooperative control are 
complex problems since the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVS) move inside an environment that 
could contain obstacles. A new incremental path planning method was proposed, which although 
not optimal, is dynamic and provides obstacle-free paths with very limited computational load. 
Unmanned ground vehicles swarm formation control using potential fields was presented in [182]. 
A novel technique was presented for organising swarms of robots into formation utilising artificial 
potential fields generated from normal and sigmoid functions. This approach involving the poten­
tial functions, compared to others is simple and computationally efficient. This paper demonstrates 
that potential functions together with limiting functions can be successfully utilised to control robot 
swarm formations. 3-D path planning for mobile robots was investigated in [183]. A reliable navi­
gation of a mobile robot in a dynamic change condition was demonstrated. A path planning 
algorithm based on neural network was used for path planning. Experimental study of robot for­
mation control and navigation using potential functions and panel method was proposed in [184]. 
The collision free navigation algorithm for robot swarm based on the panel method was discussed 
and analysed. The panel method was used to find the flow streamlines using the tangency boundary 
condition on the obstacles.
Outlines of an approximate algorithm for finding an optimal decentralized control in multi­
agent systems were presented in [185]. Decentralized partially observable Markov decision pro­
cesses and their extension to infinite state, observation and action spaces were used as the 
theoretical framework. In the presented algorithm, policies of each agent are represented by a feed 
forward neural network. Then, a search was performed in a joint weight space of all networks. Par­
ticle swarm optimization was applied as a search algorithm. The experimental results showed the 
algorithm was a good solution for the classical tiger problem which was extended to multi-agent 
systems, as well as for a multi-agent navigation task involving large state and action spaces. The 
explanation of the biology and physics underlying the foraging behaviour of E. coli bacteria was 
carried out in [186]. A variety of bacterial swarming and social foraging behaviours and the control 
system on the E. coli that dictates how foraging should proceed were discussed. The article closes
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with a brief discussion on the potential uses of bio-mimicry of social foraging to develop adaptive 
controllers and cooperative control strategies for autonomous vehicles.
Simulation of agent behaviour in a goal finding application was investigated in [187]. The 
work is able to simulate the cooperative and navigational behaviour through the use of fuzzy logic. 
Flock properties effect on task assignment and formation flying of cooperating unmanned aerial 
vehicles was proposed in [188]. A hierarchical algorithm was developed for autonomous formation 
flying, communication and task assignment for cooperating unmanned vehicles. It was shown that 
using infinite communication bandwidth results in considerable computational cost. A group of 
mobile robots in formation via a leader-follower scheme was introduced in [189]. The novelty of 
this approach was of introducing feedback from followers to a virtual leader using the Hilare-type 
mobile robots. Autonomous and distributed motion planning for satellite swarm was proposed in 
[190, 191]. Paper [190] dealt with autonomous and distributed motion planning for satellite 
swarm. Paper [191] discussed equilibrium shaping: distributed motion planning for satellite 
swarms. A satellite path-planning technique able to make a set of identical spacecraft acquire a giv­
en configuration was presented. The collective behaviour of multi-agents system for tracking a 
desired path was presented in [192]. The paper models the movement of the swarm agents to fol­
low the desired path in a bounded 2- dimensional region. Virtual leader approach to coordinated 
control of multiple mobile agents with asymmetric interactions was investigated in [193]. The pa­
per considers the collective dynamics of a group of mobile autonomous agents moving in 
Euelidean space with a virtual leader. Cooperative control of robot formations was proposed in 
[194]. The paper describes the framework for controlling and coordinating a group of nonho- 
lonomic mobile robots equipped with range sensors, with applications ranging from scouting and 
reconnaissance to search and rescue and manipulation tasks.
2.6 Collision Avoidance and Trajectory Navigation controller
A new navigation method for non-holonomic wheeled mobiled robots was investigated in [195]. A 
non-holonomic system is a system that is not integrable and the independent motions (control ele­
ments) are more than the degree of freedoms. The method was based on the linear navigation 
functions with exponential and deviation terms. The navigation functions were based on the 
kinematics equations and the geometry of the path planning problem, where the robot’s orientation 
angle is a linear function of the visibility angle. The robot’s orientation angle or path depends on 
some control parameters that allows the change of the robot’s path in real time. In this thesis, the 
navigation function in [188] is used for trajectory tracking problem to avoid collision with 
obstacles and with the robots themselves. Indoor mobile robot obstacle detection based on linear 
structured light vision system was investigated in [196]. With the image processing algorithm, the 
linear structured light can detect the change of structured light per frame and compare with the
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standard image to reach a conclusion of whether there is an obstacle and then formulate the 
characteristic of the obstacles.
APF obstacle avoidance in polar coordinates for mobile robots based on laser radar was 
presented in [197]. In order to improve the reliability of mobile robots, a method for path planning 
and the obstacle avoidance was implemented based on distance information from the laser sensor. 
Combined tire and slip angle tracking control for advanced vehicle dynamics control system was 
described in [198]. Non-linear sliding mode control was used to manipulate the 
driving/braking/steering of each wheel to track slip and a control allocation algorithm. Obstacle 
avoidance for redundant robots using the Jacobian transpose method was presented in [199]. A 
novel method of collision avoidance based on Jacobian transpose method was proposed, which 
does not require calculating the gradient of the minimum distance function, hence resulting in a 
computationally simple algorithm. A collision avoidance algorithm for two mobile robots with 
independent goals in roadmap was investigated in [200]. The paper proposed new roadmap 
construction algorithms for multiple mobile robots to improve the skeletons of the skeleton map 
and a decoupled collision avoidance algorithm for multiple robots moving along their paths with 
independent start and goal configurations in the same workspace.
Trajectory control of a four wheel skid- steering vehicle over soft terrain using physical 
interaction model was presented in [201]. The control strategy takes into account the slip and skid 
effects to extend the mobility over planar granular soils. Model-based control of a fast rover over 
natural terrain was also carried out in [202]. This work was studied and the model used for the 
initial research work presented in this thesis. Coordinated control of multiple robots using 
formation feedback was investigated in [203]. This paper presents a new coordinated control 
strategy that incorporates many of the advantages of both leader-following and behavioural 
approaches. Real-time obstacle detection with a single camera was proposed in [204]. A region 
based obstacle detection algorithm for indoor navigation was presented. Stabilization algorithm for 
a high speed car-like robot achieving steering maneuver was investigated in [205]. The paper deals 
with the design and implementation of a stabilization algorithm for a car-like robot performing high 
speed turns. Adaptive trajectory tracking control of skid-steered mobile robots was proposed in 
[206].
Kinematic and dynamic modelling of the robot and the Lyapunov-based convergence analysis of 
the controller and the estimation of the friction model parameter were presented. A new 
mathematical construction for the potential field used in the design of obstacle avoiding trajectories 
was presented in [207]. The design algorithm proposed for constructing obstacle avoidance 
trajectories belongs to the category of potential field methods. Potential based formation control in 
trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance tasks was investigated in [208]. An approach to 
formation control of a group of non-holonomic agents was presented. It combines a few parts of the
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potential fonctions using parts related to inter-member distances, the formation orientation, the 
obstacle avoidance behaviour and the goal following. Trajectory tracking control of a four-wheel 
differentially driven mobile robot was considered in [209]. A dynamic model was presented 
accounting for the effects of wheel skidding. The control design minimizes unwanted lateral 
skidding by imposing the longitudinal position of the instantaneous centre of rotation. Potential- 
based obstacle avoidance in formation control was proposed in [210]. The formation control of 
obstacle avoidance based on the potential field method combined with state feedback control was 
studied and from the simulations, the control strategy was found to be feasible for achieving the 
control tasks.
Formation control and collision avoidance for multi-agent non-holonomic systems; theory and 
experiments was presented in [211]. A novel decentralised control scheme that achieves dynamic 
formation control and collision avoidance and tracking of a reference trajectory for a single robot 
was designed and implemented. Modelling and performance evaluation for trajectory tracking 
control of a wheeled mobile robot was investigated in [212]. The paper focused on the performance 
analysis based on real-time implementation of a Patrolbot robot. Trajectory tracking of 
underactuated skid-steering robot was proposed in [213]. The paper considers the problem of 
approximation of admissible trajectory for skid-steering mobile robot at kinematic level. Sliding 
mode controller for a four-wheel- steering vehicle: trajectory control problem was implemented in
[214]. The paper described the nonlinear system architecture of a four-wheel-steering vehicle, 
focusing on its kinematics and on its sliding mode control system to allow for a highly accurate 
trajectory system. Adaptive path planning for mobile robot obstacle avoidance was presented in
[215]. An adaptive control scheme for obstacle avoidance of a mobile robot was developed. 
Optimisation-based verification process of obstacle avoidance systems for unicycle-like mobile 
robots was investigated in [216]. The verification process confirms that the obstacle avoidance 
algorithm fonctions correctly in the presence of all the possible parameter variations.
Experiments of trajectory generation and obstacle avoidance for Unmanned Ground vehicles 
(UGV) was discussed in [217]. The flatness based approach (combining open-loop optimization 
and closed loop tracking) and gyroscopic forces control laws were investigated. A theoretical proof 
of obstacle avoidance for gyroscopic scheme was presented. Path planning optimisation for mobile 
robots based on bacteria colony approach was proposed in [218]. Two case studies of static 
environment with obstacles were presented and evaluated. Simulation results show that the 
performance of the bacteria foraging in different environments in the planned trajectories. ODE- 
based obstacle avoidance and trajectory planning for unmanned surface vessels was presented in 
[219].
Application of a coordinated trajectory planning and real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm was 
proposed in [220]. A novel method for coordinated trajectory planning and real-time obstacle
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avoidance of autonomous systems was presented. The coordination and obstacle avoidance 
methods are demonstrated experimentally using differential-drive wheeled mobile robots. Control 
laws design and validation of autonomous mobile robot off-road trajectory tracking based on 
Multibody Dynamics Simulation Solution -  Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems 
(ADAMS) and Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB) co-simulation platform was investigated in [221]. 
The ADAMS & MATLAB co-simulation platform facilitates control method design, dynamic 
modelling and analysis of the robot on the rough terrain. Design of switching path-planning control 
for obstacle avoidance of mobile robot was proposed in [222]. A switching path-planning control 
scheme is designed without detailed environmental information, large memory size, and heavy 
computation burden in this study for the obstacle avoidance of a mobile robot. On-road obstacle 
detection based on stéréovision analysis was investigated in [223]. Based on stereo images collect­
ed from two parallel video cameras mounted on the top of a vehicle driving on the real scenes and 
using the V-disparity technique, a design of a data classification and segmentation algorithm to 
separate the foreground from the complicated changing background was carried o u t. Swarm robot 
flocking: an empirical study was carried out in [224]. Simulation results shows that swarm 
behaviours such as aggregation, flocking and obstacle avoidance can be achieved successfully. 
Evolving a collective consciousness for a swarm of Pico-satellites was reported in [225]. Multi­
agent systems have recently attracted the interest of roboticists compared to single robot systems, 
and they provide increased robustness by taking advantage of parallelism and redundancy.
An effective manipulator trajectory planning with obstacles using virtual potential field method 
was proposed in [226]. The paper highlights a new approach for trajectory planning of manipulator 
robots based on W tual Potential Field (VPF) in the presence of static obstacles.
Some other classifications of controllers which fall on the popular modem control methods, due 
to inherent problems of classical controllers handling non-linearities are:
i. Optimal control: Linear quadratic regulator, use of Pontryagin’s minimum principle or dy­
namic programming were discussed in [46, 85, 227]. Time optimal path planning for 
mobile robots in dynmic environments was described in [227]
ii. Robust control: H2 or Hoo methods, |x-synthesis, quantitative feedback theory, loop shap­
ing, and so on [54, 68, 76, 228]. Robust motion control of a four wheel drive skid steered 
mobile robots was proposed in [228]
iii. Nonlinear methods: Feedback linearization, Lyapunov redesigns. Sliding Mode Control, 
back-stepping, and so on [31, 46, 65, 88, 123, 125, 163, 229]. Applied nonlinear control 
was discussed in a detailed textbook in [229]
iv. Adaptive control: Model reference adaptive control, self-tuning regulators, nonlinear adap­
tive control were discussed in [81, 105,206]
V. Stochastic control: Minimum variance control. Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control.
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stochastic adaptive control was discussed. [31,46]
vi. Discrete event systems: Petri nets, automata, supervisory control, infinitesimal perturbation 
analysis was discussed in [53, 81, 102]
vii. Hybrid systems: Control of systems that can most conveniently be represented by a combi­
nation of continuous time differential equations and discrete event system models[92, 164]
2.7 Chapter Summary
The literature review of micro-rovers, path planning, APF, SMC, navigation function for obstacle 
avoidance and modelling of rovers has been highlighted here. This review clearly shows that the 
application of the APF method for path planning and Sliding Mode for control will advance the 
state of-the-art of micro-rover’s research work. This has spurred the research into the development 
of novel algorithms that integrates the APF for its simplicity and computational costs; and SMC for 
its robustness to be utilised for future micro-rover swarm missions. Chapter 3 will look at the path 
planning and control of point-mass agents and its inherent drawback of implementing the APF on a 
dynamic micro-rover with wheels. This limitation of a dynamic model led to the development of a 
novel algorithm that adapts the APF for path planning and SMC for control using dynamic model 
of a terrestrial robot, in Chapter 4. Comparison of the different controllers, thereby verifying the 
robustness of the algorithm was carried out in Chapter 5.
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3 Path Planning and Control of Point-Mass Agents
3.1 Background on Artificial Potential Field Method
This chapter describes the background research on of the Artificial Potential Field method, Sliding 
Mode Control, Navigation Function for obstacle avoidanee and the simulation results using point 
mass model for multi-agent systems. The artificial potential field approach provides a simple and 
effective motion planning method for practical purposes [3, 17, 25]. The potential field method has 
been made popular because of its simplicity (relatively lesser eomputation time), continuous nature 
(adaptive to changing environment) and its ability to generate collision free smooth paths.
The artificial potential fields can be eonsidered to be a field of forces [12, 17, 25, 28]. The goal 
position to be reached is seen to be attractive in nature while the obstacles are seen to be repulsive 
in nature. These foree fields are represented in the Fig. 3-1(a) and (b). In the potential field ap­
proach, an attractive force is created for the goal. The potential field is defined across the entire free 
space and at eaeh instance of time; the potential field and the induced force at the robot will be cal- 
eulated. Figure 3-1(a) illustrates this concept of the attractive potential field. The repulsive field 
approach allows the robot to avoid the obstacles as shown in Fig.3-l(b). Eaeh obstacle generates a 
repulsive field around it. When a robot approaehes the obstacle, a repulsive force will act on it, 
pushing it away from the obstacle. These two attributes of the potential fields are then combined, 
and the robots can then follow the foree induced by the resultant of two fields to reach the goal 
while avoiding obstacles. The magnitude of the attractive force exerted by the goal position is al­
ways large and therefore the net force will drive the robot towards the target. The fields points 
towards the goals or the desired locations while at the obstacles, the fields are opposing.
Goal
> Attractive fields
Obstacle
Repulsive fields
(a) (b)
Figure 3-1: a) Attractive Forces towards the Goal b) Repulsive Fields away from the Obstacle
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z=x.*exp(-x.^-y.^)
■0.5 0-2 -1.5 0.5 21.5
Figure 3-2: Simulation of contour showing the attraction and repulsion fields
The contour in Fig. 3-2 also illustrates the repulsion and attraction of the fields of a typical arti­
ficial potential field.
Mathematically, the dynamics of a rover are governed by the negative gradient of the potential 
function given by
i  = -V J(x ) (3.1)
where x  represents the displacement of the micro-rover, considered as particle moving in the n- di­
mensional Euclidean space. The artificial potential fields where the rover moves is a scalar function 
J(x) is generated by the superposition of the attractive and repulsive potentials [7].
Therefore, the velocity vector that drives the rover is given by
i  = - V (x) -  V ( x )  (3.3)
Some of the drawbacks [19] of artificial potential field are oscillations in trajectories, inade­
quate information on the environment and robot states and the robots are likely to be trapped at a 
local minimum before reaching its goal. The avoidance of local minimum in the APF method has 
been an active research topic in path planning [26, 43].
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3.1.1 Potential Fields with local minima
The major drawback of the artificial potential field method is that of being trapped in local minima 
which may not be a global minimum, i.e., the goal objective. An example of such a potential field 
is shown in Fig.3-4 with multiple minimas the rover maybe be trapped. Studies [10, 12, 14, 19, 25] 
have been carried out on addressing this problem, some of which are but not limited to APF with 
simulated annealing, superquadratic potential functions, repulsive potential functions with circular 
thresholds of Gaussian shapes, numerical potential functions, local path planning using virtual po­
tential field, APF with genetic algorithm and APF with fuzzy logic. The other method which has 
been used by Gazi [17, 21, 167-171] and the Leonard Jones potential field [225] in a study by Eu­
ropean Space Agency (ESA) on “evolving a collective consciousness for a swarm of pieosatellites”, 
where the use of an artificial potential field with one minima which is the global minima was used. 
Figures-3 shows the potential field with multiple minima and maximas, simulated using the peak 
command in MatLab. The axis in Fig. 3-3 and Fig. 3-4 represents the length, breadth and depth of 
the potential function.
Plot o f potential function v/lth attractive and repulsive points
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1
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Figure 3-3: Potential field showing multiple local minima
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3.1.2 Potential Fields with global minima
In order to avoid the problem of local minima in artificial potential field method, it is better to care­
fully select an APF that has only one local minima, that is the global minima [225], as shown in the 
Leonard-Jones potential in Fig. 3-6, having only one minima. With this approach, the only local 
minimum is the global minima. Artificial potential functions that do not lead to local minima can 
be derived from harmonic functions inspired in fluid mechanics, super-quadratic potentials and 
functions that are solutions to Maxwell’s equations [230]. However, with the employment of har­
monic functions, it is difficult to find with arbitrary boundary conditions [231].
The simulation results in Fig. 3-5 shows an example of a potential field with one local minima, 
which is a candidate for an APF that is similar to the one used for this research. It is similar to the 
function used for the simulation of the formations in this study. The expression of this potential 
field is given by:
z = Xexp ( -  X  ^ -  y (3.4) 
and the simulation showing the goal and obstacle positions is shown in Fig. 3-4.
Sim ulation  show ing  A ttraction  an d  R epu lsion
O tK tac le /R ep u ls io n
G oal/A ttraction
■0.5
-0.5
Y -axis X-axis
Figure 3-4: Simulation showing the Goal and Obstacle positions 
The potential function used in this research work is shown in Fig. 3-5 was selected based on the
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fact that it has one attractive and repulsive potential for the goal and obstaele positions and is given 
by [168]
g (y ) = -y{ga  IWI -  gr IW), where 
g  a (||-^ ' -  ||) = <3, linear attraetion and
I j< b  is the bounded repulsion
g{y) -  >’(f l-Z )ex p |-y ’^ ||/ c)), where a=0.1684 is the attraetive potential, is given by the ex­
pression a = b exp(- I c \  b=25 is the repulsive potential and c=0.2 is the spread. The values of 
a,b, c were arrived at by manually tuning the potential funetion by atrial and error method, which 
involved setting a target configuration, and choosing numbers randomly until the configuration was 
met. The distance d=l for the simulation, is the distance at whieh the repulsive force is equal to the 
attraetive force, whieh is equivalent to the separation between the agents in this ease.
Attraction/Repulsion function
Obstacle
GOé
y
Figure 3-5: Simulation of a potential funetion showing the goal and obstacle
The Leonard-Jones potential field is shown in Fig. 3-6[225]. This is a virtual potential taken from 
a simple and well known physieal model of moleeular interactions.
According to [225], the loeal potential field was used to model interaetion between two agents 
at mutual distance x. The Leonard Jones potential is given by
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g(x) = 4e
6 \
(3.5)
where e is the depth of the potential well <T is the finite distance between the agents. 
The force F  between the agents is given by
F  = -Vg(%) = —^ g { x ) x  
dx
(3.6)
The force, the molecules [225] or agents experience is null when their distance coincides with 
goal (T, The force is increasingly repulsive as x < (J becomes smaller and smaller. The force is 
attractive whenx > (7. The advantages of these functions are that the design parameters are few 
and very easy to set as shown in Fig. 3-6 below: o is the separation between the agents, while e is 
the depth of the potential well, which according to [225] accounts for the attractiveness and stabil­
ity of the of the global minima. However, the Leonard Jones potential function is not practical for 
robotic gradients, henee the potential function used in [168] was adapted for the research. The con­
figurations are formed based on the initial positions of the agents only and no communication or 
other sensors are required in order to transverse to their predesigned locations
It can be seen that the Leonard Jones potential has only one global minimum just like the poten­
tial field used by in the simulation as shown in Fig. 3-5. This shows that for an artificial potential 
field to act as a navigation function for collision free path planning, it has to have one local mini­
mum which is the global minima
Figure 3-6; An Example o f  Leonard Jones Potential[225]
The teehnical concepts of the artificial potential field have been briefly discussed highlighting its 
simplicity and the local minimum problem. One suggestion to overcome this local minimum is to 
look for an artificial potential field with only one minimum, which is the global minimum as shown 
in the examples above. The potential field in Fig. (3.5) was used for the research work on the 
swarm geometries. The two artificial potential fields as shown in Fig. 3.5 &3.6) has only global 
minimum. The efficiency of the potential function is validated in simulation for path planning of 
micro-rover swarms in Section 3.3. Section 3.2 introduces the sliding mode control and why it was 
selected and used for the point -mass agents.
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3.2 Control of point-mass agents
3.2.1 Introduction to Control Methods
A feedback control system, whieh is known as a close loop system, consists of an automatic con­
troller [232], an actuator, system and sensors. The controller detects the output signal error. The 
actuator is a power device that produces the input to the system according to the control signal so 
that the output signal will approach the reference input signal. The sensor converts the output vari­
able into a suitable signal, such as displacement or voltage that can be used to compare the output 
with the reference signal. Industrial controllers may be classified principally into the following, 
according to their control actions viz Proportional (P), Integral (I), Proportional plus Integral (PI), 
Proportional plus Derivative (PD) and Proportional plus Integral plus -Derivative (PID) Control­
lers.
A high percentage of the controllers in use today are PID controllers (or at least some form of 
PID controller like a P or PI controller). This method is normally used because of its simplicity, 
reliability and ease of understanding. Often, heuristics are used quite effectively to tune PID con­
trollers (e.g., the Zeigler-Nichols tuning rules)[232]. PID controller combines the advantages of 
Proportional, Integral and Derivative controllers, hence its wide usability. Some modifications ( 
dead zone, an averaging digital filter and two set of gains [233]) are usually done to controllers to 
make it useful. The PID family of controllers failed to perform satisfactorily [234] under parameter 
variations, non-linearity, load disturbance etc. Modem control methods are model based and there­
fore sensitive to parameter variations [234]. Dynamic robotic systems on an unstmctured terrain are 
non-linear with disturbances, therefore a modem control method for non-linear systems, that is 
Sliding Mode Control, is proposed. The overview of some non-linear control methods [235] show­
ing their advantages and disadvantages are shown in the table 3-1.
3.2.2 Design of Sliding Mode Controller
The Sliding Mode Control (SMC), which is a type of Variable Stmcture Control, has been selected 
due to its inherent robustness to both known perturbations, that is, stability in the presence of dis­
turbance, and finite time convergence, once the sliding motion has been established. [24,47, 89, 99, 
114] In this research, the additional advantage of computational speed, compact implementation, 
controller order reduction and disturbance rejection and more importantly its application to non­
linear systems will be an advantage, hence the choice of the SMC as the preferred method. Three 
steps are involved in designing a sliding mode control. These are the design of the sliding surface, 
the controller and close loop stability analysis. The step by step procedure involved in designing a 
sliding mode controller is explained in this section[236].
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Table 3-1: Comparison of some non-linear control methods[235]
Control Methods Advantages Disadvantages
Sliding mode 
Control
-Can be applied to wide range of 
non-linear systems 
-Robust to parameter constraints 
-can be combined with PID
-Restricted to Single input systems 
-Control law is discontinuous 
-Fast Switching(Chattering) possible
Adaptive Control - Wide operation range possible 
-nonlinearities due to parameter 
changes can be eliminated or re­
duced
-Needs enough excitation otherwise
there might be a wind-up problem in
parameter estimation
-Adaptation loop must be slower than
the control loop
-proof of stability difficult
-leads often to non-linear observer
problems
Neural Network 
Control
-Typically data driven 
- use for feed forward control pos­
sible
-Many parameters must be adjusted 
-choice of structure and size difficult 
-can only be used in the region where 
it has been trained 
-No stability is guaranteed
Fuzzy Control -Intuitive Design 
-Rules document control action 
-No precise model needed 
-Controller can be built up by expe­
rience and new rules can be added
-Problem of completeness of rules 
and consistencies 
-No stability is guaranteed 
-Optimization by trial and error
Consider the design of a Sliding Mode Controller of a non-linear second order system[49,229] 
is given by:
x  = f{ x ,x , t )  + bu{t) (3.7)
where b> 0, and u(t) is the control input to the system, x  is the output state of interest 
For a second order non-linear system, the sliding surface[229] ,s , is given by: 
s = Àe + é (3.8)
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where e = x  — x^ is the tracking error, s the sliding surface and A is a positive constant.
The sliding mode controller, u, is given by:
u = -k sg a (s) + u^ g (3.9)
where sgw(ij,the sign function, is defined as
-1 ifs<0
sgn(s)= 1 ,  (3.10)
M is called the equivalent control, which dictates the motion of the path along the sliding 
surface,
A: is a constant, representing the maximum controller output,
s is the switching function, because the control action switches its sign on the two sides of 
the switching surface 0. As seen in equation (3.9), the controller is discontinuous in nature due 
to the presence of the sgn function [49].
Sliding surface or manifold as shown in Fig. 3-8 is a line or hyperplane in the state space 
which is designed to accommodate the sliding motion. Sliding mode is the behaviour of a dynamic 
system while confined to the sliding surface.
A lyapunov function ensures the convergence in finite time[237] that all trajectories of the system 
is zero . The controller in equation (3.9) guarantees that if the Lyapunov stability criterion[238] is 
satisfied, then the system trajectory will move from the initial position towards the sliding surface 
and will stay on the sliding line s=0,as shown in the Fig.3-7.
The reaching phase is the initial phase of the closed loop behaviour of the state variables as they 
are being driven towards the surface. The design procedure for the Sliding Mode Control includes 
two major steps, comprising of two main phases which are:
a) The reaching phase: - According to [57], this is where the system state is driven from 
any initial state to reach the switching manifolds (the anticipated sliding mode) in finite 
time.
b) The sliding mode phase: - This is where the system is induced into the sliding motion 
on the switching manifolds. That is the switching manifold becomes the attractor [57].
Central to the SMC design is the use of the Lyapunov stability theory in which the Lyapunov 
function is of the fovmV = 1 / 2 s ^ s . The control tasks then becomes to find a suitable
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discontinuous control such that F  < 0  in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium.
The condition for sliding mode to occur is given by:
(3.11)
where is a positive constantensures that the system trajectories hits the sliding surface in a finite 
time, s is the sliding surface, and i  is the derivative of the sliding surface.
Sliding Manifold
Reaching phase
Reaching phase
8=0
Figure 3-7: Illustration of Sliding Manifold
Now consider a linear second order system given by[236]:
*NXj =Xj
X2=Xj + 2 x2 + w r  (3.12)
y  = 2x ,  ^
where is the equivalent controller input, y  is the required output state.
According to [229], the sliding surface is selected as 5 = Xj + X2 
At the sliding surface, 5 = 0, Xj = -X 2 .
By applying the reaching condition, u = u ^ ~ k  sgn(5) 
s > 0,u = u ^ + k , else if
s < 0,u = Ug -  A:, where A: is a constant and in the simulation, is 2 achieved by manually tuning 
to attain the required stability, yields the simulation below
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Figure 3-8: Sliding Mode Control for a second order system
The simulation results in Fig.3-8 shows an example of the plots of displacement, velocity, phase 
plots, control input, the switching surface and output against time of an ideal dynamic motion with 
an initial velocity and coming to rest at the velocity equal to zero, using the Sliding Mode Control. 
This simulation was carried out to show, at the beginning to illustrate how the sliding surface was 
hit, velocity profile, displacement profile, relay type control input, phase plot and the output.
Position: Figure 3-8(a) shows that the position started at an initial position to a final rest posi­
tion after the application of the controller input and the sliding motion is achieved.
Velocity: Figure 3-8(b) shows that the velocity tends to zero with time indicating that the system 
comes to rest in about 5 seconds.
Phase plot: Figure 3-8(c) shows that the graph of velocity against displacement and converges 
to zero due to asymptotic stability.
Control input: Figure 3-8(d) shows that the control input continuously oscillates between the 
negative and positive value of the constant k, which in this case is 2 .
Switching surface: Figure 3-8(e) shows that the sliding motion is achieved with the application 
to the controller and the sliding surface converges to zero.
Output: Figure 3-8(f) shows that the output follows the input by a factor of two as defined in 
the equation (4.6).
The simulation demonstrate the chattering phenomenon using the sgn function and no other 
disturbance has be used here. This chattering phenomenon can be eliminated by using the satura-
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tion function, sat or hyperbolic tangent function, tank. The other perturbations that will be experi­
enced in real time on the Martian surface are the uneven terrains, gravity conditions and the slip 
and sinkage factors which will be modelled in Chapter 4,
3.2.3 Chattering phenomenon in Sliding Mode Control
Imperfections in the switching devices, such as sampling and delays [238] results in chattering 
phenomena in SMC. Figure 3-9(a) shows the signum function alternating between -1 and +1. Fig­
ure 3-9(b) shows how these delays can cause chattering. It illustrates a path in the region s>0, 
heading towards the sliding manifold s=0. Initially it hits the manifold at point a. For an ideal 
SMC, the path should start sliding on the manifold from point a. But in practice, there will be a 
delay between the time the sign of s changes and the time the control switches. During the delay, 
the path crosses the manifold into region s<0. By the time the control switches, the path reverses its 
direction and heads again toward the manifold. The path crosses the manifold again and the repeti­
tion of this process creates the oscillation motion shown in the sketch, which is hereby referred to 
as chattering. Figure 3-9(c) shows the saturation function approximation while Figure 3-9(d) is the 
trajectory illustrating the boundary layer techniques.
Chattering result in low control accuracy, high heat losses in electrical power circuits and high 
wear and tear of the mechanical parts. It can also excite un-modelled high frequency dynamics, 
which degrades the performance of the system and may even lead to instability. To eliminate this 
problem, a linear approximation of the sign within the boundary layer (saturation function -  sat) is 
normally used[49]. This is given by equation (3.13):
u = -ksat\ — + u (3.13)
where the constant factor defines the thickness of the boundary layer.
sat\ —
\
is the saturation function defined as in equation (3.14): 
r
sat
+ 1 if s >0
-  i f  \s\< 0  
(J)
-1 i f  s<-0
(3.14)
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sgn (s) 
1
(a)
Desired final value
s>0Occurrence of 
sliding mode s<0
Reacfiing surface
s=0.
Sliding surface
(b)
S=0
Reaching phase
(d)(c)
Figure 3-9: Illustration of the Boundary layer technique [238] : (a) The signum nonlinearity (b) 
Illustration of the chattering phenomenon (c) Saturation function approximation (d) Trajectory il­
lustrating the boundary layer technique
There are many strategies[49] to avoid chattering, for instance by introducing a boundary layer. 
In the example shown in Fig.3-10 (c), the sgn function is made continuous by using a piecewise 
linear approximation (sat function). Within the boundary layer, there is an exponential convergence 
to the sliding mode.
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3.2.4 Review of chattering reduction methods
A comparative list of the current studies in chattering reduction is shown Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Techniques to reduce Chattering
M eth o d s B r ie f  D escr ip tio n
D iscrete  tim e output feedback sli ding  
m ode control algorithm s for chattering  
reduction and elim ination[102]
R educes chattering e ffec tiv e ly  b y  utilis in g  the 
output feedback inform ation
Chattering avoidance b y  second  o rder 
slid ing  m ode control[106]
U ses  the first derivative o f  the control signal 
instead o f  the actual control
P o le  p lacem ent and state observer  
based  m ethod[67]
S lid ing  m anifold  defined  in term s o f  the 
observer states o f  the inputs and perturbations. 
E stim ates o f  the equivalent control and the  
slid ing  function  are em ployed  to  ach ieve  the 
slid ing  m ode control action.
Integral Sw itch ing  Surface[121] T his m ethod u ses the integration o f  the slid ing  
surface
Linear M atrix Inequalities (LM I) 
based  controller design[239]
A  linear slid ing  surface is  generated u sin g  L M ls  
such th at the control system  is  resilien t to  
perturbations
L ow -p ass F iltering[240] U tiliz es  a lo w  pass filtering to rem ove the high  
frequencies generated by  the sw itch ing  function
Saturation Function [49] T his w as used  to reduce ehattering
Tangent H yperbolic function [21] T his w as used  in  the w ork to reduce chattering
These chattering reduction techniques highlights the disadvantages of the sliding mode control 
due to the utilisation of the sign funetion and a lot of research work is being carried out to minimise 
the problem. SMC is being selected for this research work due to its inherent robustness to parame­
ter variation and satisfactory applicability to non-linear systems [234].
3.3 Swarm Aggregation and Formations Using Artificial Potential Field 
and Sliding Mode Control
The schematic diagram of the path planning and control of multi-agent swarm is shown in Fig. 3- 
10. The path planning blocks includes the multi-agent scenarios and the APF. The Sliding Mode 
Controller is used for controlling the motion of the agents.
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Path Planning
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dynamics
Sliding
Mode
Controller
Multi-Agent
formation
Scenarios
Artificial Potential 
Field
Figure 3-10: Schematic diagram of -multi-agent swarm path planning and control[17,241]
The schematic diagram in Fig. 3-10, the APF module is capable of avoiding obstacles and provides 
a goal oriented navigation in an optimal time period [241]. In the APF method, the dynamic envi­
ronment in which the robot exists is represented by a scalar potential function at the required 
terminal state of the robot dynamics and has maximum potential at path constraints (nearby obsta­
cles or robots) [241].
Consider the point-mass model of a swarm consisting of N  agents, the dynamics [21] of each of 
them are described by
M ,(x ‘) x ‘ + f , ( x ‘, x ‘) = u ‘, l < i < N  (3.15)
where x ‘ e  9Î” is the position of the N agents in the «-dimensional Euclidean space; x ' is the 
position of the agent, x ' is the velocity of the agent, M  . ( x  ' ) G 9Î is the inertial
matrix of the /'* agent; f  (x*,X*)g9T represents the centripetal, Corriolis, gravitational effects 
and additive disturbances; and w' g represents the control inputs.
The disturbance is represented by:
/,(% ',% ') = / / ( / , ;^') + / , " ( ; c ',x ') , i< f < A r  (3 .16)
where /* ( .,.)  represents the known part and / “(.,.) represents the unknown part.
It is also assumed for the purpose of simulation that the unknown part is ignored and the known 
part is bounded, that is
||y ;" (x ',x :') ||< ^ (x ',x ') , \ < i < N  
where are known for all i.
(3.17)
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The upper and lower bounds on the mass/inertia matrix are defined as;
^ i \ y f  ^  < M i \ \y f , where
M. = ^min }' 91" is an arbitrary vector and A. is a
positive constant.
The swarm model used by Gazi [167], where a swarm o f #  individuals in an n-dimensional Euclid­
ian space is being considered for the aggregation. The position of the individual agents is given 
byx ' g . The motion dynamics evolve in continuous time, with the equation of motion of indi­
vidual agent i given by
x ' =  ^ J { x '  - X ^ ) J  =  l ,  N  (3 .1 8 )
where J(.) denotes the potential function of attraction and repulsion between the members. This 
means that the direction and magnitude of the motion of each member is determined as a sum of 
the attraction and repulsion of all the other members on this member. The potential funetion con­
sidered for simulation has linear attraetion and exponential repulsion given by:
j (x )  = -y (a  -  b exp[(- ||x  ^|| / c)J) (3.19)
where a.b, and c are positive constants such that b> a, and ||%|| =V%^x. For xG and case 
where 0.1684, b= 20 and cf= 0.2 are manually tuned for thefunction is shown in Fig. 3-5.
The motion of each agent is given by
0 .20 )
J=hJ*i
The motion dynamics in equation (5.4) can be represented as
X; = -V  ^  J ( x ) , /■= 1... # , (3.21)
where 91 is an artificial potential function determining the attraction/repulsion
relationship between swarm members, x ' G 91" represents the position vector of the agent in 
the swarm
The control inputs u' are now designed such that cohesive swarming is achieved. In order to 
achieve a cohesive swarming, the control inputs has to be designed to achieve the velocity of the 
agents along the negative gradient of the potential function J(x) using the Sliding Mode Control 
[21].
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The n-dimensional sliding manifold for agent i is given as:
+ V  ,J (% ) = 0 , i= \...N ,  (3.22)
The condition for reaching the sliding surface is 5 ' = 0 ,  which implies that equation (3.22) 
becomes
X ‘ =  —V J  { x \  N, which is the dynamic equation of motion in equation (3.21).
To design the controller in order to attain the sliding mode, the Lyapunov condition should be 
met i.e.,
< 0 ,i= l...N ,  (3.23)
Differentiating the sliding manifold in equation (5.8) gives
i '  = x ' + ( x ) ]  (3.24)
From the dynamic equations of the agents in equation (5.1), the acceleration of the agent is
x ’ = M ; ' ( x ' } u ‘ -  f , { x ‘, x ‘)\ (3.25)
Substituting equation (5.11) in equation (5.9) gives
M ; ' { x ' y - M ; ^ { x < ) f X x ‘ ^, J(x)]  < 0  (3.26)
When the potential function, J(x) ,fbr the inter-agent interactions are chosen such that the time 
derivative of V ^ J(x ), that is the acceleration, is bounded for all ye 9 t” , that is
— V ^J(x) < J  for all ye , and for well known J ., where J  is the upper bound value 
of the potential function.
It is then possible for the reaching condition s '^  s '  < 0 , to hold.
The controller is then chosen to be
u ' =  -Wo sgn {s‘)+ f ! ' (x ' , X')  (3.27)
where sgn(5') = [sgn(5j'),.....,sgn(5]^^)f This satisfies the reach condition
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K  (x) ~~7rfi (x' >x')- J, (x) 
M , M
(3.28)
Uq > M.
"  1 -  . . -  
-—fi (%' ,x') + Jj (x) + £■'
M ,
and by interpreting the inequalities, the controller input
.(3.29)
/
For s' > 0, it is guaranteed that s'^s' < —s' ||f'|| is satisfied and the sliding mode occurs.
3.4 Simulation Results
The simulation results for various 2D geometries considered in this study will be presented in this 
section. The simulations parameters are shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Simulation Parameters
System Parameters Values/Units
Individual Mass, M \OKg
Bounds on Mass, M  (Disturbance) ±50%
Number of Agents 3,4,5,6,10
Constant for smoothness of tank 10
Finite time for reaching condition 1 sec
Upperbound for the derivative of the potential, J 10 m s '
The mass of the Robot was assumed to be 10 Kg for the purpose of simulation and the upper 
bound place on the mass for the disturbance was 50% plus or minus. Through trial and error the 
constant of smoothness of the tangent hyperbolic function was 10 and the upper bound of the de­
rivative of the potential function was 20 m s The bound on the known disturbance is set at IN 
for all the simulation scenarios. The objective of the simulations is to demonstrate aggregation and 
2-D formations, whieh include line, triangle, square, pentagon, trapezoidal and circular geometries. 
The scenarios considered here are that of the situation where the agents starts from random posi­
tions and aggregate towards a final desired geometry.
Each micro rover is controlled to aggregate towards the desired final formation in which each agent 
is pre-assigned a desired position. The potential function considered for the formation control 
problem is a function with linear attraction and exponential repulsion terms, same as that in [17, 21 , 
167-171] and is given by equation (3-19).
The parameter a is computed in order to achieve the balance of attraetion and repulsion between
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any two agents at the desired distance d  in all the formations. For the formation control, each agent 
in the formation is pre-assigned a desired relative position in the final position. In order to 
aggregate towards the formation and arrive at the final positions, the potential field and controller 
parameters are tuned manually. Therefore for each of the simulations, the values of a,b,c are man­
ually tuned by trial and error, as previously described, and varies accordingly as shown in Table 3-
4.
By equating equation (3-19) to zero, it can be seen that g (y ) switches sign at the set of points 
defined by:
W = { g (y )  = 0 or |x | = S  = sqrt{c ln(6  /  a)) } (3.30)
where y/ is the point where equation(3-19) equals zero
The distance at which the repulsion equals the attraction is given by ^  = sqrt{c\n(b I a)) which 
is equal to the desired distance d, for the formation. The simulation plots for the combined SMC 
and APF control for the different formation scenarios are shown in Figure 3-11 to 3-16. It was dis­
covered that the algorithm was effective for different swarm configurations. The APF will be 
adapted and new algorithm developed d in this research for reconfiguration of robots, in order to 
perform distinct scientific tasks associated to swarm of robots on the martian surface..
Table 3-4: Values for a, b and c for the different scenarios
a b c
Scenario 1 26.5 22.0 55.0
Scenario 2 2.9 3.0 30.0
Scenario 3 0.6 0.7 28.0
Scenario 4 0.0 23.0 0.2
Scenario 5 4.9 5 2.8
Scenario 6 0.4 0.8 2.0
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Table 3-5: Average and final distances of the agents for the scenarios
Average Initial dis­
tance
Average Final Distance
Scenario 1 3.0 0.6
Scenario 2 3.5 0.8
Scenario 3 6.2 3.0
Scenario 4 6.2 1.6
Scenario 5 5.0 3.2
Scenario 6 5.0 2.8
Table 3-6: Simulated values of e and u.
6 u , {N )
Scenario 1 10.0 143.0
Scenario 2 15.0 193.0
Scenario 3 1.0 245.0
Scenario 4 2.0 247.0
Scenario 5 5.0 213.0
Scenario 6 5.0 413.0
The different scenarios were chosen from the simplest straight line configuration with 3 robots 
to the more complex scenarios using 10 robots to demonstrate the effectiveness of the combined 
APF and SMC algorithm for swarm configurations. Scenarios 1- 6 in Table 3-4 represent the dif­
ferent simulated formations. These are three agents on a straight line, square, trapezoidal, 
triangular, pentagon and circular formations. The simulation consists of agents that are initialised 
randomly at rest. The trajectories shown represent their motion for 20 seconds as shown in Fig. 3- 
11- 3-16 (a’s). Figure 3-11 to 3-16(b’s) shows the inter-member distances of the agents. They high­
light the maximum, average and minimum distance between the agents. This result shows that with 
the presence of a bounded known disturbance, collision did not occur between the agents since 
there are no periods where these distances are the same. The straight line formation was achieved 
with a separation distance of 0.7w, the square has a separation distance d  ~= Iw, the trapezoi­
dal formation has the longest separation distance d = 1.8m, the triangle has a separation distance d  
= 2m, the pentagon has a separation distance d  ~= 1.8m and the circular geometry of radius 2m, 
has a separation distance d  ~= 1.2m. Tables (3-4, 3-5, and 3-6) gives information on the different
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values o f  a, b and c, average and final distances o f  the agents and the sim ulated values o f  the con ­
stant for the finite reaching ( f )  o f  the slid ing  surface and the initial control torque respectively.
The paths of formation agents
e. 
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Figure 3-11; Scenario 1: a) Three agents in a straight line form ation b) Inter-Agent d istances vs.
tim e
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Figure 3-12; Scenario 2: a) Four agents in a Square formation; b) Inter-Agent distances vs. time
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Figure 3-13; Scenario 3: a) Six Agents in Trapezoidal fonnations; b) Inter-Agent distances vs.
time
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Figure 3-14: Scenario 4: a) Six Agents in a triangular formation; b) Inter-Agent distances vs.
time
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Figure 3-15: Scenario 5: a) Five Agents in a Pentagon formation; b) Inter-Agent distances vs.
time
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Figure 3-16: Scenario 6 : a) Ten Agents in Circular formation; b) Inter-Agent distances vs. time
During the simulations, careful tuning of the parameters a ,b and c are required for the geome­
tries to be accurately made into the required configurations as shown in Table 3-4-B-6 for the 
different scenarios, else they will be randomly distributed. This again was done by trial and error. 
Once the tuning for the different configurations have been done and the right separation distance of
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the agents are achieved, no more tuning is required. Incorrect tuning of these parameters can result 
in collision between agents. In the design of the controller, the signum function was approximated 
with the hyperbolic tangent. Instead of the sgn( s ‘) term in the controller, tanh( was used in 
the simulation with 7  = 10. This smoothes the control action and removes the unwanted chattering 
due to the discontinuity in the controller. In this research, six scenarios were considered for the 
formations amongst others. These are the results for formation of three agents in a straight line, 
four agents in a square, six agents in a trapezoidal, triangular, five agents in a pentagonal and ten 
agents in a circular formation. These simulation results prove that the integration of APF with SMC 
is a powerful methodology for achieving any desired 2D configuration and will be used for more 
realistic operation scenarios in the following chapters.
3.5 Chapter Summary
In choosing a controller for the system, the closed loop system must be stable. With proper tuning, 
the effects of disturbances can be minimised providing good disturbance rejection, elimination of 
steady state error and excess control. The closed loop system is expected to be robust with proper 
and efficient tuning of the controller, so as to be insensitive to disturbances that will tend to make 
the system unstable. It is easier to achieve tuning on ground but when considered for planetary ex­
ploration of micro-rovers, online tuning is tedious. In order to address this challenge faced by 
planetary rovers, SMC is proposed as an innovative approach for controlling the motion of highly 
non-linear dynamical systems like micro-rover swarms in perturbed environments.
The Sliding Mode Controller was used in conjunction with the Artificial Potential Field to 
generate the simulations above using the MATLAB. The controller was designed based on the 
point-mass rover model. The dynamics of the actuator was not modelled in the simulations. Also 
the assumptions that the known disturbance is bounded will be revisited to capture the effects of all 
known realistic perturbations on Mars. Moreover, the gains of the controller will be tuned to 
address the effects of certain unknown perturbations as well.
The problem that has to be addressed in this research is the use of a realistic robot and not a 
point mass system. Therefore a dynamic model of a robot has to be used for simulation. It was dis­
covered in the simulations that Gazi’s choice of the sliding surface provides stable systems’ 
performance for a swarm of agents, therefore it was considered as the most important element to be 
used in the algorithm development in the next chapter..
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4 Novel algorithm for path planning and control using rover 
dynamic model
4.1 Dynamic model o f a single rigid wheel on loose soil
The work in Chapter 3 dealt with the point-mass of the robot in motion and did not consider the 
dynamics of the wheels’ interaction with the soil, which is very important for the Martian surface. 
In the point mass system, the only obstacles considered are the different point mass system 
themselves, where they are able to avoid collision with each other as was shown in the above 
simulations. The aim of Chapter 4 is to develop an innovative control and path planning strategy 
through integrating the wheel soil interaction with the dynamics of the wheel on the soil and also 
introduce the navigation function for fixed obstacle avoidanee, while also avoiding each other, 
which are also considered as moving obstacles. The wheel dynamics are important because the 
wheels are interacting with the soil are different places, having varied characteristics.
The force analysis of a single wheel will first be carried out to determine the dynamic model of 
the single wheel and then derive the relationship between the wheel terrain contact forces [123]. 
The Bekker model [242-244] uses the relationship between physical soil characteristics and shear­
ing strength to predict vehicle mobility. The theory of ground vehicles was discussed in the 
textbook[242]. lagnemma [243] described mobile robots in rough terrain. Fundamentals of vehicle 
dynamics was covered in [244]. According to Bekker [245], the pressure sinkage relationship as 
illustrated in Fig. 4-1 can be expressed by the equation (4.1)
^  + k,
VW y
(4.1)
where p  is the pressure in (N/m^) , w is width of the contact area with the soil, in (m), z is the sink­
age of the wheel in (m), k^is the cohesive modulus of deformation in is the
frictional modulus of deformation in and n is the soil sinkage exponent.
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YA
Figure 4-1 : Interaction model with a driven rigid wheel on loose soil
The free body diagram of a driven rigid wheel on a loose soil is shown in Fig. 4-1. The vertical 
load and a horizontal force (Drawbar Pull) F^p are applied to the wheel by the rover suspen­
sion and the torque T is applied at the wheel rotation axis by the actuator [123]. The wheel has 
angular velocity 0) in rad/s and a longitudinal velocity of v in m/s. The angle with the soil with 
which the wheel first makes contact is given by 6  ^ in radians, while the angle at which the wheel 
leaves the soil is given as 6  ^ in radians. The angle at which maximum shear stress {N/m^) oc­
curs is^^. A stress region is created at the wheel -terrain interface with a normal component,
known as the normal stress given as (J and the horizontal component known as shear stress given 
asT.
For the vertical load, the dynamic force equilibrium equation of a driven rigid wheel [123] can 
be expressed as-
2»+l
F „ = K { \-^ )w 4 l~ rz  2” (4.2)
where F^ is the normal force in (A), A is a measure of the stiffness in n is the soil sink­
age exponent (dimensionless), w is the width of the wheel in (m), r is the radius of the wheel in (w). 
According to Newton’s second law, the equation of motion of the rover wheel is given by[123]
(4.3)
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and the torque, T, can be expressed as
(4.4)
where Æ = - ^  + , r is the radius of the wheel in m, is the mass of the wheel in KXg, is
the moment of Inertia of the wheel in (Kg.m'^2), CO is the rate of change of angular velocity(rat//5'), 
and Tp (A.m)is the reverse torque due to frictional and other disturbances.
According to [123], the wheel drawbar pull can be expressed as a function of wheel slip ratio:
F o p d ) = F H (^)-F R (^ ), (4-5)
where is the tangential tractive force, Fp is the tangential motion resistance and X, is the
slip.
According to [123], and F^ can be expressed as
Fh (^) = (cwl + F„ tan J±
ÀI
1 -e x p
Jo V;
(4.6)
Fr {X) = Kw
»+i
l + n
(4.7)
where / = rcos(^i +O2), A is the wheel slip ratio, c is the cohesion stress of the soil, is the 
tangential soil shear deformation, <f) is the internal friction angle of the soil and I is the wheel- 
ground contact length.
According to [245], the sinkage z, can be expressed as z  = z^+  Z j, where Zq is the static sink- 
age(w) of the wheel resulting from the normal load, Zj is the dynamic sinkage(m) due to the slip 
and Zj = q^Z  , where is the coefficient of wheel dynamic sinkage.
Assuming 02 is very negligible [243] and that the shear stress follows linear distribution laws.
where is the maximum shear stress of the soil [242] and is expressed as
(4.8)
T = c  + —^ ta n ^  
W
(4.9)
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V - l  (4.10)
The equations listed in Section 4.1 were used for the simulations for a Pioneer 3 AT robot to see 
the interactions of the wheels with the soil. This model is widely used for analysis of slip in 
wheeled robots [22,121,123, 125, 129,152,201].
4.2 Slip control analysis of a four wheeled mobile robot
Investigation into the slip- sinkage problem, whieh is important for the design, control and simula­
tion of lunar rovers has been investigated in [125], where it was affirmed that accurate estimation 
of slip was essential in developing aecurate navigation strategies for mobile vehicles in unstruc­
tured terrains. In this research, the slip analysis is going to be applied to the characteristics of a 
four wheeled mobile robot (Pioneer 3AT) as shown in Fig.4-14, on SSC-1 & 2 soil simulants, for 
purpose of simulation and study on the applicability of the robot navigation and control on the un­
structured Martian surface. The dynamic force equilibrium of the robot in the x direction can be 
represented as [73]
= (4.11)
(=1
and the wheel driving torques is given by
4 , 4  = ^ - 4 ,
where i= 1, 4; M is the total mass of the robot, and 7] is the wheel tractive torque and Tr.^ repre­
sents the resistance torque applied to each wheel.
The longitudinal slip of a wheel on a loose is related to the longitudinal velocity and the angular 
velocity [242, 245]. This is given by equation (4.13). Figure 4-2 shows the variation of the product 
of R and angular velocity, ca, velocity v and slip. A,. It is desirable for the slip to be very small in 
order to have positive velocity profile.
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Plot of Ro), V, and X
1 1
Figure 4-2: Plot of the slip profile in 3-Dimensional axis 
In plotting slippage (A), Rco, and v the slip is computed as shown in the relation below:
À  —
1— —  i f  | 4 > — , a> ^0 ,R co> v, Driving
i - M
0 i f  V = 0
Rco< v, Skidding 
& ty =  0
À -  min{l,max[- \,sign[R(D - v)/l]} 
Differentiating equation (4.13), for eaeh wheel gives
(i-A)
Mv
+
I..y
(4.13)
(4.14)
From the above, it is shown that the dynamic equation of the robot is a multi-input nonlinear 
system [123].
It can be seen clearly that equation (4.14) can be written in the form
x  = f{ x ,v )  + B(x ,v)u (4.15)
where
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0 - 4 )
f ( x ,v )  = — ' = 1.2
Mv L.V
B (x,v) = diag[B^(x,v) B^{x,v) B^[x,v) B^[x,vy\
5.(x,v) =
L..V
g
- 2 -
1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Slip
Figure 4-3: Tangential Traetive foree vs slip plot
Figure 4-3 is the plot showing the variation of the traetive force versus slip, with the slip vary­
ing from -1 to 1, for a single wheel. The values of slip range between -1 to 1 and used to calculate 
the value of the tractive foree using equation (4.6). At slip equals zero, the tractive force is also ze­
ro. For a positive slip, the wheel is moving forward while a negative slip implies the wheel is 
skidding. The maximum slip of ± 1 implies maximum tractive force. But due to the presence of 
slip, this force is reduced accordingly and a lot of research [113, 123, 125, 132, 201] are being car­
ried out to estimate and control the level of the slips.
4.3 Robust Traction Control Law
As a result of the unstructured environment of the Martian surface where the swarms of rovers 
are expected to operate, the dynamic characteristics parameters of the terrain are difficult to predict 
in real-time [123]. Therefore, a sliding mode controller is a recommended candidate for the non­
linear driving control of the rover on the soil. The rover used in this simulation is the Pioneer 3 AT 
(Fig.4-14) robot with a mass of 27 kg, and dimension 508mm'x497mm^277mm. The wheel breadth
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is 86cm and radius is 11cm. The Moment of Inertia about the z-axis,/^^ is 0.413 Kg.m^. The slid­
ing mode controller is used to track a desired wheel slip, .
The switching function S  can be expressed [6, 17,47, 53, 56, 71, 123, 229, 236] as
(m-l)
{ X- Xj ) 4.16)
where F  is a sliding controller parameter, x  is the output/objective function and m is the order 
of the output. The objective of the controller is to force the output x  to track the desired value .
This can be achieved by choosing a control law which causes5 ^  o.
From equation (4.16), if m=7 for a first order system.
5  =  X  -  X . (4.17)
For the purpose of this research, Xj  is assumed to be a constant (x^ = 0 ). 
Differentiating equation (4.17) yields
s = x  = f{ x ,v )  + B{x,v)u
Substituting s  = - 7 j  sgn(5) for a constant switching rate and equating with equation (4.18),
T . =  —
f=l,2_____________ i = u __________ _ L J -77sgn(5) (4.19)
r(l-A ,.)
where the terms with the notation represents the best estimates of the parameters on account of 
the uncertainty of the model, rj is control design parameter and sgn(5) is a discontinuous func­
tion required the sliding mode controller design and is given by
sgn(5) =
1, when s>0
0, when s = 0,
-I , when 5 <0
Using of the Lyapunov Stability Criteria, the value of 7] can be estimated, which ensures that 
the Lyapunov function V is negative definite, thereby making the system stable.
By choosing V  = -^5^, as the Lyapunov function, it can be shown that
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V = ss = (à - À j )
Mv L .V
(4.20)
will be negative definite, i.e., F <0. Substituting for 7] in equation (4.20) gives
F = s.-
1= 1 ,2  1= 1,2
M v
(1- 2)’ .1=1,2___________ i= U _________.
(i - 1 ) M v
v7/sgn(s) .
h y
(4-21)
It can be shown that for Equation (4.21) to be positive definite, the discontinuous control gain 
has to be.
1
v > -
V
1=1,2 M ,2
( i - 4 !
+  -
M ,2  M ,2
M
+
(4-22)
Simulation was used to evaluate the value o f;;. To reduce chattering, a smooth approximation is 
made to the discontinuous control within a band of width 2 .0 ,  where 0  is boundary layer thick­
ness.
The control input T, with sliding mode controller is,
T = T ^ + r  (4.23)
where T® i^s the equivalent torque, T^is the switching control torque. Once the sliding surface is 
reached, = 0  andT = , which means within the boundary layer the operational torque is the
switching torque.
It can also be seen that
Teg
rM F I ) 1= 1 ,2  1= 1,2
(4.24)
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-  7/' sgn(5), when W > 0 ,
■77'— ,when W < 0  
0
(4.25)
/  V
where 7; '=
i - x f -
4.4 Simulation Results
The simulation carried out initially assumes that the Pioneer robot moves on a straight line and 
no steering was considered from the initial stationary position (initial velocity v -  0), with two dif­
ferent desired input wheel slips, for symmetry. The Pioneer 3 AT simulation parameters are given in 
Table 4-1. Table 8 shows the simulation parameters for the sandy loamy soil. Table 4-2 shows the 
simulation parameters for the sandy loamy soil [246,247]
Table 4-1: Simulation parameters for Pioneer 3 AT
Param eter Value Units
Mass, M 27 hg
Moment o f  Inertia, 0.413 kg.m^
Wheel Radius, r 0.11 m
Wheel Width, w 0.086 m
Martian Gravitational force, g 3.7278 m/s^
Coefficient o f  wheel dynamic sinkage, * 0.0375
Tangential shear stress deformation, J q * 0.0778 m
Figure 4-4 is the simulation results of the Pioneer 3 AT on the sandy loamy soil showing the var­
iation of slip, control torque, angular and longitudinal velocities, sinkage and sliding surface. The 
sliding surface was hit in 0.04 sec and the system achieved stability at the desired wheel slip of 
0.091 and 0.185. as shown Fig. 4-4(a). The requirement being tested here is the sliding surface hit­
ting and at which point stability was attained in a very small time, which means the algorithm is 
good. The variation of traction control for two wheels is shown here using the principle that the 
wheels are symmetrical and 1/2 of the symmetry was used for simulation.
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Table 4-2; S im ulation param eters for P ioneer 3AT and the sandy loam y so il [246 , 2 47]
Parameter Value Units
Cohesion stress o f  the soil, C 1200 kg.m^
Internal frictional angle o f  the soil, (j) 40 degrees
Soil stiffness for the frictional angle, 2100
Soil stiffness related to the cohesion for the in-house stimulant, k^ 1100
Soil sinkage exponent for the in-house stimulant, n 0.72
Desired slip for the wheel, , Xjd 0.091,0.185
Slip vs time Longitudinal Velocity \« time
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Figure 4-4; S im ulation results for the sandy loam y so il sh ow ing  variation o f  traction control 
parameters; (a) S lip  vs. time; (b) Longitudinal v e lo c ity  vs. tim c;(c) Angular v e lo c ity  vs. tim e; (d) 
Slid ing surface; (d ) Control Torque vs. time; (f)  Sinkage vs. Tim e.
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Table 4-3 and 4-4 shows the parameters of SSC-1 and S SC-2 respectively. SSC-1 and 2 arc the 
soil stimulants used in the Autonomous Systems Lab at the Surrey Technology for Autonomous 
systems and Robotics (STAR) laboratory for experiments on soil wheel interactions.
Tabic 4-3: Simulation parameter for SSC-1 [246, 248]
Param eter Value Units
Cohesion stress o f  the soil, C 1400 Pa
Internal frictional angle o f  the soil, (f) 39.44 degrees
Soil stiffness for the frictional angle (SSC-1 in-house stimulant), 722.16
Soil stiffness related to the cohesion for the in-house stimulant, k^ -10.53 Kpa/rr/”'^ '^
Soil sinkage exponent for the in-house stimulant, n 0.64
Desired slip for the i* wheel, 0.091,0.15
Slip \s  time
0.5 1 1.5
Time (sec)
Angular \elocity vs time
■5 0.62 
I
§> 0.615 <
(c)
0.5 1 1.5
Time (sec)
Control Torque \s  tim e
(e)
0.5 1
Time (sec)
i  0.02
I  0.01
5, 0
Longitudinal Velocity time
0 0.5 1 1.5
Time (sec)
sliding Surface vs time
= -1 CO 0 0.5 1 1.5
Time (sec)
(d)
Sinkage vs time
0.1
O)
jg 0.05c I 1 ( '
(/)
00 0.5
w tieell wheel 2
1
Time (sec) (f)
Figure 4-5; Simulation results for SSC-1 showing variation of traction control parameters: (a) 
Slip vs. time; (b) Longitudinal velocity vs. time; (c) Angular velocity vs. time; (d) sliding surface; 
(c) Control Torque vs. time; (f) Sinkage vs. time
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Figure 4-6: Torque plot versus time for two wheels on SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent torque;
c) Switching torque
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Table 4-4: Simulation parameter for SSC-2[246, 248]
Param eter Value Units
Cohesion stress o f  the soil, C 906 Pa
Internal frictional angle o f  the soil, (f) 41.12 degrees
Soil stiffness for the frictional angle (SSC -1 in-house stimulant), 786.5
Soil stiffness related to the cohesion for the in-house stimulant, -4.370
Soil sinkage exponent for the in-house stimulant, n 0.69
Desired slip for the i* wheel, 0.091,0.15
Slip vs time
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Figure 4-7: Sim ulation results for SSC -2 sh ow ing  variation o f  traction control parameters: (a) 
Slip  vs. tim e; (b) Longitudinal v e loc ity  vs. time; (c) Angular v e lo c ity  vs. time; (d) slid in g  sur- 
face;(e) Control Torque vs. tim e; (f) Sinkage vs. tim e
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The simulation uses only two out of the four wheels for purpose of symmetry and has the 
wheels operate in a coupled faction. The controller was designed to track the desired slips of 
0.09 Iw & 0.085m as shown in Fig. 4-4(a), 4-5(a),4-7(a) when the sliding surface was attained. 
Figures 4-4,4-5 and 4-7 shows the parameter variations on the loamy soil, SSC-1 and SSC-2 re­
spectively. The parameters are a) slip; b) Longitudinal velocity; c) Angular velocity; d)Sliding 
surface; e) Control torque; f) Sinkage. The control torques, sinkage, translational and rotational ve­
locities attained their stable constant values for operations. These simulations depend of the initial 
conditions of these parameters. These simulations validate the effectiveness of the sliding mode 
controller at tracking the desired slip.
This study uses the characteristics (mass, wheel radius and moment of inertia) of the Pioneer 
3 AT to investigate the accuracy of the dynamic model of the Pioneer 3 AT robot and tracking a de­
sired slip of the robot on an in-house soil simulant-SSC-1. The parameters of SSC-1, SSC-2 and the 
sandy loamy soil were used for these simulations as shown in the results in Figures 4-4, 4-5, 4-6. 
Looking at the performances of the two wheels on the three soil types, the performance of SSC-1 
and SSC-2 were similar in terms of attaining stability but on the loamy soil the performance was 
different in terms of the reaching the sliding surface. The reaching phase of the sliding in SSC-1 is 
slightly different from SSC-2. More time was taken to reach the sliding surface on SSC-1 and 
SSC-2, where the reaching phase was 0.06sec while the reaching time for the sandy loamy soil 
was 00.04sec.. Using the terramechanics theory, the force of the wheel-soil interaction and the slip 
rate is derived. The sliding mode controller was used to effectively control the non-linear system 
with multiple inputs and outputs of slip, sinkage, translational and rotational velocities. Tracking of 
the desired slip for each wheels were carried out and the sliding mode controller was able to effec­
tively track them at the point when the rate of change of the sliding surfaces hits zero together with 
that of the sinkage, velocities and torques also reaching the desired steady state values. The steady 
state values of the torque and velocities are the value of these parameters when the sliding surface 
is reached. Next stage of the investigation is to develop a novel algorithm for the trajectory tracking 
of the robot using the dynamic model and the APF with the interaction of the robot with the Mar­
tian soil. Figures 4-6 (a-c), 4-8(a-c) differentiates the torques into total, equivalent and switching 
torques. They show that the total toque is always equal to equivalent plus the switching torques.
4.5 Trajectory Tracking using PID Controller
In the model-based control of a fast rover over natural terrain [201, 202], trajectory tracking and 
control using the classical PID was carried out. This work was simulated during the cause of this 
research using the simulink.
The tracking of the predefined trajectory was carried out as shown in Fig. 4-9. Using the control 
inputs of Torque T, and force F, to control the variables x, y  and F  makes the system to be a non-
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holonomie system with two eontrol inputs and three eontrol variables. The relative position and 
veloeity veetors are assumed for the simulations to be generated by the Artifieial Potential Field
(APF) as shown in the bloek diagram in Fig. 4-10. The position veetor is given by %=
andv^'= • Where JC' is the transpose of the position veetor and is used for the in-
version.The wheels are subjeeted to the longitudinal forees given
by Qpi F  DPI Fqp2 F ] , based on the eharaeteristies of the Pioneer 3 AT
with four wheels, the lateral forees are expressed as ^  F jj Fj^ 7^^] while
F^ is the optimal traetive effort. An approaeh to evaluate the pseudo-inverse of and F^ can 
be found in [201] .
(x,y, V)R e f e r e n c e
t r a je c to ry
R e f e r e n c e  p o s itio n
Figure 4-9: Traeking of Predefined Trajeetory
X
Trajectory
Control
T ractlon 
controller
Rover
DynamicsA P F
Lateral
forces
Generator
Slip
Generator
Figure 4-10: Block schematic diagram of closed loop system 
The overall implementation architecture is given in Fig. 4-10. It consists of the path planner, trajec-
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tory eontrol block, and the traction eontrol block using the rover dynamics. The outputs of the tra­
jectory control are used with the robot lateral force, and the pseudo-inverse of the matrix is 
performed to produce the estimated longitudinal force. The estimated slip is then generated for the 
traction controller, which generates the required torque for the rover dynamics. Angular velocities 
can be measured via optical encoders and the ground velocity estimated using a Doppler sensor, for 
purpose of hardware implementation. The architecture in Fig. 4-10 was implemented in simulation 
using the Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller to generate the trajectory force and the 
dynamic equation with SMC for traction control [201]. It can be seen that the algorithm using the 
PID controller to generate the trajectory tracking force and the SMC for traetion eontrol was able to 
track the robot velocity and position as shown in Fig. 4-1 land 4-12 using the Simulink. Figure 4-11 
shows the result of robot veloeity tracking using PID and the tracking was achieved with some er­
rors but stability was achieved after the steady state. Figure 4-12 also shows the tracking with 
constant and curved path. The limitation of this work however, is the use of this method to track the 
velocity of the wheels as it interacts with the soil for swarm and formation control of robots in the 
presence of obstacles but here it demonstrates that velocity and position trajectory tracking could 
be achieved
For obstacle avoidance, formation and swarm control using the APF, an innovative method is re­
quired and therefore a new algorithm that addresses this problem is presented in the next section.
4.6 Simulation Results for PID tracking control
Plot of Reference and Tracked velocity vs Time
0.0505
0.0495
Reference Velocity 
Tracked velociy
Time(s)
0.049
0.0485
0.048
Figure 4-11 : Plot of Reference and Tracked velocity
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Figure 4-12: Position tracking versus time using PID controller 
R o b o t P o s it io n  w ith  O n e  O b s ta c le  A v o id a n c e
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Figure 4-13: Robot Position with one obstacle avoidance using PID controller [249]. 
Figure 4-13 shows obstacle avoidance for a point mass system presented in [201] but it does not
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address the interaction of the wheel with the soil surface whieh is critical to the operation of this 
research. After reviewing the state-of-the-art, a novel algorithm incorporating the APF and the dy­
namic model of the Pioneer 3 AT was investigated and evaluated as presented in Section 4.8.
4.7 Pioneer 3 AT Mobile Robot
This section gives the brief description of the proposed Pioneer 3 AT mobile robot whose character­
istics were used during the simulation and for terrestrial (laboratory) testbed. This is available in- 
house. The in-house Pioneer 3-AT mobile robot is being proposed for validating the algorithms de­
veloped in this research. The Pioneer 3- AT has the following on-board sensors: laser range finder, 
integrated inertial correction to compensate for slippage, compass and tilt-position sen­
sors/inclinometers, bumpers, front and rear sonar, stereo camera, pan-tilt-zoom colour cameras, 
day/night cameras, colour-tracking stereo rangefinders, etc. Path planning will be implemented us­
ing the APF algorithm and will be tested on this mobile robot in the future during implementation 
of the developed algorithm. This was outside the scope of the research.
Figure 4-14: In-house Pioneer 3 AT Mobile Robot (Side and front view)
Pioneer 3AT is a highly reliable and versatile four wheel drive robotic platform, whieh is a 
powerful team performer for outdoor or rough terrain studies. The robot provides researchers the 
capacity to study robotic performance under a wide range of conditions. The specification of the 
robots allows the robot to operate autonomously in a hostile environment like the Martian surface.
It is proposed to use the in-house PIONEER 3-AT mobile robot as a platform for the test-bed 
implementation of the novel APF and SMC algorithms that was developed. This section helps to 
identify various sensors required for the outdoor navigation of the mobile robot and sample collec­
tion by the robot arm. With the aid of these on-board sensors, the robot would be able to perform 
some form of onboard processing when required, and does path planning as it traverse through the 
Martian moek-up terrain. Path planning can be done using APF algorithm.
The Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) colour camera system provided by the manufacturer can be
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mounted on the robot and can be controlled by the on-board software. The specification of the 
camera includes: optical lens with high magnification, 12x digital zoom for wide range of applica­
tions, high-speed auto-foeus lens for responsiveness, +/- 100 degree pan at up to 90 degrees per 
second, -30 to +90 degree tilt at up to 70 degrees per second. The camera attached to gripper would 
aid in sample collection from the topsoil
4.8 New Traction Control Algorithm Development
From, the sliding surface is given by [21]:
S - X  + V J(x)  (4.26)
Rearranging equation (4.13)
x  = { l-À )rû ) . (4.27)
At the sliding surface, 5 = 0; equation (4.26) becomes
5 = 0 ^ %  = —V J(x ) . (4.28)
Equating equations (4.27) and (4.28), gives
Û) = -V J(x ) /(r(l -  À) ) . (4.29)
Differentiating equation (4.29) gives
Û), = at
( i - z f
Rearranging equation (4.30) results in
(4.30)
— V J ( x ) (4. 31)
For the reaching condition, the following Lyapunuv criterion is applied:
i  = X + ^  (VJ(x)) (4.32)
at
Substituting the differentiation o f  equation (4.27) and equation (4.31) in (4.32) gives
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M  ( \ - À )
Applying Lypanuv stability criterion, for the reaching condition.
(4.33)
55 < 0 
55 < -f||5 || 
S = - £
(4.34)
^ 3 %
0 ^ 9
The traetion controller is designed as a constant rate switching,
5 =  -T]sign{s) (4.37)
M
= -rjsign{s)
Substituting for 0)^  in equation (4.36) gives
F^,) /
-  + -?— h é - r1= 1...n
M (1 - ^ )
f c - n ) '
(1 - ^ ) = -risign{s)
Rearranging, gives the novel traction control law for the constant reaching as:
J  ^  , J  , ylmSignis)
r M { \-X )  r ( l - X y  r ( l - À )
(4.38)
(4.39)
(4.40)
2 (4.41)
T.. = VlœiSign{s) (4.42)
r { \ - X )
where 7] is the total control torque for 4  wheel, is the equivalent torque and is the 
switching torque.
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4.8.1 Simulation Results
The paths of the swarm members
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Figure 4-15: Trajectory formation eontrol with sharp turn
From the simulations results in Fig.4-15 and 4-16, the developed algorithm was good for for­
mation eontrol of the robots, whieh is evident from the simulation. The robots tend to form a 
triangular/straight line configuration, whieh is the objective of the simulation. The separation of the 
robots is what is of utmost importance in the formation. Depending on the tuning and the initial 
position of the robots, whieh for the simulations, were randomly selected, the two results were ob­
tained. With the initial tuning of the parameters. Fig. 4-15 was obtained. When the tuning was 
improved, smooth turns were achieved as in Fig. 4-16. The end positions were not determined ex­
cept for the timing of the simulations, at whieh time the formation is achieved. It was the APF that 
allowed for the formation to be achieved. The three robots however avoided collision with eaeh 
other like in satellite formation flying in open space where collision with each other is of para­
mount importance. The objective of the research is for swarms of robots to move in an 
unstructured terrain while avoiding obstacles of varying sizes. This new traction control algorithm 
had to be used in conjunction with the navigation function discussed in the next section for inter­
agent collision avoidanee and obstacle avoidance.
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The paths of the swarm memtrers
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Figure 4-16: Trajeetory formation eontrol with smooth turning
4.9 Navigation Function
The simulation results above shows that the proposed algorithm is good for only formation control 
of the robots in an open terrain free from obstacles. To overcome this issue, the navigation function 
as developed by [195] was combined with the proposed traetion eontrol algorithm for obstacle 
avoidanee. The navigation function is given as
d  = BÔ + b^e + 6,
where 6, is the orientation angle (in radians) of the robot; 5 is defined at the angle (in radians) be­
tween the reference line parallel to the positive x-axis and the visibility line, R is a constant real 
number called the proportionality constant, with B> \ , SibX are angles characterising the initial 
and final state of the robots orientation angle; a is a real positive number and t is the time. Figure 4- 
16 explains the geometry of the navigation problem at an orientation angle of 6, and visibility 
angle 8. The requirement is to always have a direct line of sight between the initial and final posi-
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tion. While this is not possible, break-points are placed at intervals to avoid blockage with the des­
tination. This method was used to avoid collision with obstacles.
p
X
Figure 4-17: Geometry of the navigation problem
4.10 Integrated dynamic model and navigation function for obstacle 
avoidance
In integrating the new traction control algorithm, via simulation with the navigation function, the 
obstacles and inter-agent collisions were avoided as shown in Fig. 4-18. Figure 4-18 shows the path 
of three robot swarms with obstacle and collision avoidance. Breakpoints were used where clear 
visibility to destination was impossible and in this example, two breakpoints were used for each of 
the robots. These breakpoints can be used for purpose of identifying scientifically interesting sites 
for in-situ testing or soil sample collection. The tuning parameters for the navigation function were 
manually tuned with values in Table 4-5, to achieve the desired and optimal path to destination. If 
the values are not properly tuned, longer path will be taken and the path will be less than optimum 
and collision with unintended obstacles. The coordinates of the starting point, first and second 
sample collection points and the final destination the robots are shown in Table 4-6.
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Table 4-5: Simulation parameter for the navigation fimetion
Start Point First sample point Second sample point
Tuning
Parameter
Values Values
B 1.1 1.1 1.1
bo 0.1 0.1 0.1
bi 0.1 0.1 0.1
a 0.1 0.4 0.1
Table 4-6: Coordinates of sample collection points
Start Point First sample point Second sample 
point (x,y)
Final Destination o f  
robot(x,y)
6,5 -5,-2 7,1 12,6
1,1 8,7 11,1 8,-4
2,1 5,1 8,6 12,2
4.10.1 Simulation Results
The simulation results show the trajectory of three and ten robots on using SSC-1 soil parameters, 
avoiding obstacles under two scenarios of environments. The three robot scenario do not have di­
rect line of sight to the destination, hence two break points were used. The ten robot scenario does 
not use break points. The tractive performance was compared in two operation scenarios through 
decomposing the wheel torque was into the equivalent and switching torques for the ten robots. For 
the parameter variations when the slip hits zero, all the other parameters (torque, sinkage, angular 
& longitudinal velocities and slip) achieved desired values.
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4.10.1.1 Scenario 1: Trajectory of the three robots with obstacle and collision avoidance
The paths of three rover swarm with obstacle and collision avoidance
E  0> ojTO
8
6
4
2
•2
4
•6
0 4 6 B 142 10 12
X displacement (m)
Figure 4-18: Trajectory of three robots from the initial positions (Green) to final positions (Red)
Figures 4-19 to 4-21 show the parameter variations (slip, torque, longitudinal and angular veloci­
ties, sliding surface and sinkage) with time for each wheel of the three robots. Figure 4-19 shows 
the parameter variations for robot 1 on SSC-1. Figure 4-19 shows the variations of robot 2 of 3 
while Fig. 4-21 shows the variations for robot 3 of 3. It can be seen that the sliding surface be­
comes approximately zero for each wheel. When the sliding surface was attained, the torque, 
velocity, slip, angular velocity and sinkage maintained constant values. The different wheels also 
experienced different variations in the parameters, depending on their initial conditions of their re­
spective interaction with soil.
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Figure 4-19: Parameter variation for robot one of three
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Figure 4-20: Parameter variation for robot two of three
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Figure 4-21 : Parameter variation for robot three o f three
4.10.1.2 Scennario 2: Trajectory of ten robots with collision and obstacle avoidance
Table 4-7 shows the coordinates of the start and final positions of the ten robot path and Table 4- 
shows the navigation parameters used.
Table 4-7: Table showing coordinates of the initial and final positions of the robots
Robot Initial position fx,yj Target position (x,y)
1 1,-2 7,6
2 1,1 7,2
3 2,2 10,0
4 3,3 11,3
5 1,6 11,-4
6 2,7 12r2
7 3,7 13,2
8 5,1 10,-2
9 4,11 11,2
10 8,3 13J
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Table 4-8: Tuned Navigation parameters for the navigation function
Tuning Parameter Values
B 1.1
K 0.1
6, 0.1
A 0.1
The trajectory of the ten robots is shown in Fig.4-22 without any collision with obstacles from 
the initial to the final positions.. This is possible because there is a clear visibility angle between 
the initial and final positions. The obstacles are so chosen to mimic an environment where there is a 
clear line of sigh between the initial and final positions, for simplicity and test of the simulations
The paths often robots with obstacle awidance
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Figure 4-22: Trajectory of a swarm of ten robots from the initial positions to the final positions
Figures 4-23 - 4-32 show the parameter variation of each wheel of the ten robots on SSC-1 soil 
simulant. As can be seen in the figures, sliding mode control was able to cope with all the uncer­
tainties and hits zero in all respect, while maintaining the stability of all the parameters (torque, 
slip, longitudinal and angular velocities, and sinkage). Figure 4-23 shows the parameter variation of 
robot 1 of 10. There is a bang hit at zero by the sliding surface. Figure 4-24 shows no variation in 
the angular velocity. Figure 4-25 also shows no variation in the angular velocity but different varia-
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lions in other parameters.
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Figure 4-25: Parameter variation of Robot 3 of ten robots
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Figure 4-26: Parameter Variation of robot 4 of ten robots
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The different variations in torque with the sliding surface also hitting zero instantly is shown in 
Figure 4-26. Figure 4-27 shows that in all parameters for the other robots, the variations are also 
different. Also, the parameter variation for robot 6 of 10 robots is presented Figure 4-28. It can be 
observed that the sliding surface is achieved thereby highlighting robustness of the system.
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Figure 4-27: Parameter variation of robot 5 of ten robots
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Figure 4-28: Parameter variation of robot 6 of 10 robots
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Figure 4-29: Parameter variation of robot 7 of 10 robots
Figures 2-29, 4-30, 4-31 and 4-32 show the simulations for robots 7 to 10 of 10. They also high­
light similar but familiar properties of robustness.
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Figure 4-32: Parameter variation of robot 10 of 10
Figures 4-33 - 4-42 shows the variation of total, equivalent and switehing torques for eaeh 
wheel of the ten robots. In all these cases, the total torque is always equal to the equivalent torque 
and the variation of the switching torque which is around zero as required for stability.
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Figure 4-33: Torque plot versus time for Robot 1 of 10 SSCI: a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 4-34: Torque plot versus time for Robot 2 o f  10 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switehing torque
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Figure 4-35; Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  10 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 4-36: Torque plot versus time for Robot 4 o f  10 SSCI: a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switehing torque
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Figure 4-37: Torque plot versus time for Robot 5 o f  10 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switehing torque
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Figure 4-38: Torque plot versus time for Robot 6 o f  10 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switehing torque
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Figure 4-39: Torque plot versus time for Robot 7 o f 10 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switehing torque
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Figure 4-40: Torque plot versus time for Robot 8 o f  10 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 4-41; Torque plot versus time for Robot 9 o f  10 SSCI: a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switehing torque
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Figure 4-42: Torque plot versus time for Robot 10 o f  10 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switehing torque
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4.11 Chapter summary
A new traction control algorithm has been developed incorporating the dynamic model and control­
ler using SMC and APR This algorithm was validated in simulation for formation control of the 
robots. Further, the problem of obstacle and collision avoidance was addressed using the navigation 
function in this research. This navigation function is suitable for individual robot trajectory control 
from the initial positions to the final positions. The simulation of the algorithm uses the parameters 
of the four wheeled Pioneer 3AT root and three different soil simulants to achieve traction control 
of the robot. The sliding mode controller was used to efficiently for locomotion of the rovers for 
the different slip requirements.
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5 Trade-off study of traction controllers for planetary swarm 
missions
Previous chapters demonstrated the new control and path planning methodology by proving that 
the SMC is robust to parameter variation by always hitting the sliding surface. SMC was investi­
gated further to compare its performance with other control methods and demonstrate its superior 
performance. This chapter compares the performances of the three different types of sliding mode 
controllers, namely the constant rate, constant plus proportional rate switching and the power rate 
switching, against each other in terms of their switching control for different scenarios of obstacles 
and robots. Simulations were conducted using SSC-1 and SSC-2 soil parameters for the different 
controllers.
5.1 Design and evaluation of the different sliding mode controllers
Three tractive torque controllers were investigated for trade-off purposes based on their switching 
performances. The controllers researched ineludes the constant rate switching torque controller 
[123], power rate [99] rate switching controllers and the constant plus proportional rate controller 
[99].These controllers were selected to validate the robustness of the sliding mode controller under 
different soil stimulants. The robustness is verified by the controllers hitting the sliding surface and 
achieving stability in torque, sinkage, slip and velocities. The discussion of the analysis and per­
formance of the three controllers are as detailed below:
5.1.1 Constant Rate Switching Torque Controller Design
Constant Rate Switching law using the switching function and tangent hyperbolic function was 
considered for the simulation analysis. In the constant rate switching, the controller is proportional 
to the sliding surface and is expressed as
w = -77sgn(5) (5.1)
where u is the control torque, rj is the controller gain and s is the switching surface.
The constant rate controller using the tangent hyperbolic function is given by 
u = -rjXSi\Ùï{js) (5.2)
where y  is the control gain parameter.
From Chapter 4, the traction control law is given by Equation (4.39). This is re-written for the
novel control torque for the constant reaching torque, using the sign function is given as:
j .  y .  r f f„ s ^ { s )
‘ rM {\ -X )  r { l - X f  '  r ( l - X )  '
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where the equivalent torque is defined as
j .  K V J ( x )
r M ( l - X )  r { l - x f  "
and the switching torque is given by
7]I^ sgn(5)
T.. =
(5.4)
(5.5)
Similarly, the constant rate controller torque using the hyperbolic tangent function is obtained as
Z  = 2 +r M { \-X )  r ( \ - A )
where the equivalent torque is defined as
rilpi tanh(;<9) 
r O - j )
(5.6)
and the switching torque is giving by
Simulation results for the Constant rate reaching controller using the sign and tangent hyperbol­
ic function was carried out using the parameters of the Pioneer 3AT robot in Table 4-2. SSC-1 soil 
parameters used for the simulation are given in Table 4-3 and the navigation tuning parameters for 
obstacle avoidance in Table 5-2.
The simulation of the trajectory path for the three robots moving from initial to final positions 
are shown in Table 5-2 is shown in Fig.5-1. All the robots got to their pre-defined destinations and 
there was line of sight between the initial to final positions. This means no obstacles in sight and no 
need for break-points. This simple scenario is used here for purpose of comparison of the different 
controllers and scenarios in this session. Figures 5-2 to 5-4 shows the simulation results of robot 1 
to 3 on SSC-1 with the constant rate reaching controller using the sign function. In Fig. 5-2, nega­
tive angular velocity was experienced resulting in skidding effect. The longitudinal velocity was 
about 0.4 m/s. Figure 5-3 shows that the robot also experienced skidding effect with the same lon­
gitudinal velocity. Also in Fig. 5-3, the torque values were observed to be close to each other 
(Robot 2 of Table 5-1) when compared to the torque values of Robot 1 and 3 represented in Fig. 5- 
2 and Fig. 5-4. Values of Figures 5-5 to 5-7 show the breakdown of the total, equivalent of switch­
ing torque to be used for comparison. The equivalent torque is approximately equal to the total
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torque by definition and simulation.
5.1.1.1 Constant rate switching with sign function
Table 5-1 shows the parameter variation on SSC-1 using the constant rate switching controller de­
sign using sign function. When the sliding motion takes place corresponding to zero slip condition, 
the velocity is maintained at a constant rate of 0.38 m/s with some at 0.36 m/s, angular velocity 
maintained all negative values, torque of 0.8 Nm and sinkage of positive values depending on the 
initial conditions. The slip had some negative values for Robot IWheeW, Robot2Wheell, Ro- 
bot3Wheel 1 and Robot3Wheel4 due to skidding effects.
Table 5-1: Parameter variation on SSC-1 using constant rate controller with sign function
Sliding
surface
velocity
(m/s)
Angular Velocity 
(rad/s)
Slip Torque (N/m) Sinkage
(m)
Robotl, Wheel 1 0 0.38 -0.8 0 0.8 0.012
Robotl, Wheel2 0 0.38 -0.8 0.2 0.4 0.016
Robotl, Wheel3 0 0.38 -0.8 0.2 0.5 0.014
Robotl, Wheel4 0 0.38 -0.8 -0.1 0.5 0.014
Robot2, Wheel 1 0 0.38 -0.2 -0.1 0.48 0.034
Robot2, Wheel2 0 0.36 -0.25 0.2 0.48 0.034
Robot2, WheeB 0 0.38 -0.3 0.4 0.51 0.034
Robot2, Wheel4 0 0.36 -0.2 0.5 0.48 0.035
Robot3, Wheel 1 0 0.38 -0.4 -0.1 0.25 0.04
Robot3, WheeB 0 0.38 -0.4 0.3 0.45 0.08
Robot3, WheeB 0 0.38 -0.5 0.35 0.3 0.08
Robot3, Wheel4 0 0.36 -0.5 -0.1 0.25 0.04
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Table 5-2: Tuned simulation parameter for the navigation function
Tuning Parameter Values
B 1.1
bo 0.1
0.1
A 0.1
Table 5-3; Coordinates of initial and final positions of the robots
Robot Start Point (x,y) Final Destination (x,y)
1 1,6 8,0
2 1,-2 7,6
3 1,1 10,0
Obstacle Positions 
Initial Positions 
Final Positions
4 6 8 10
X displacement (m)
Figure 5-1: Trajectory path for three robots on SSC-
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Figure 5-2: Parameter variation of robot 1 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-3: Parameter variation for the proportional controller of robot 2 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-4; Parameter variation of robot 3 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-5: Torque plot versus time for Robot 1 o f  3 on SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-6: Torque plot versus time for Robot 2 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-7: Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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5.1.1.2 Constant rate switching with tangent hyperbolic function
Obstacle Positions 
Initial Positions 
Final Positions
4 6 8 10
X displacement (m)
Figure 5-8: Trajectory path for three robots on SSC-1
Figure 5-8, like Figure 5-1 shows the trajectory path for the three robots from the initial posi­
tions to the final destinations. Figures 5-9 -  5-11 shows the parameter variation of robot 1 to 3 on 
SSC-1 on the constant rate reaching controller using the tangent hyperbolic function. Figures 5-12 
-  5-14- shows the breakdown of the total, equivalent of switching torque to be used for compari­
son. The equivalent torque is approximately equal to the total torque. The comparisons with the 
constant rate controller using the sign controller are detailed in Table 5-1 and Table 5-4.
Table 5-4 shows the parameter variation on SSC-1 using the constant rate switching controller de­
sign with tangent hyperbolic function. When the sliding effect takes place, the velocity maintained 
same stable values as the sign function of 0.38 m/s with some wheels at 0.36 m/s, angular velocity 
maintained all negative values except for all the wheels of robot3, torque of 0.8 Nm and sinkage of 
positive values depending on the initial conditions. The slip had some negative values for Ro­
bot lWheel4 and Robot2Wheel4 due to skidding effects.
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Table 5-4: Parameter variation on SSC-1 using constant rate reaching with tangent hyperbolic
function
Sliding
surface
velocity
{m/s)
Angular Ve­
locity {rad/s)
Slip Torque {N/m) Sinkage
w
Robot 1, Wheel 1 0 0B8 -&8 0 0.8 0.050
Robot 1, Wheel2 0 0B8 -0.7 0.3 0.4 0.015
Robot 1, WheeB 0 0B8 -0.7 0.3 0.5 0.014
Robot 1, Wheel4 0 0B8 -&8 -0.1 0.5 0.015
Robot2, Wheel 1 0 0B8 -0.2 -0.01 0.48 0.035
Robot2, WheeB 0 0.36 -0.3 0.4 0.51 0.034
Robot2, WheeB 0 0B8 -0.3 0.45 0.51 0.035
Robot2, Wheel4 0 0.36 -0.2 -0.5 0 j# 0.036
Robot3, Wheel 1 0 0B8 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.04
Robot3, WheeB 0 0B8 0.4 0.45 0.45 0.07
Robot3, WheeB 0 0B8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.07
Robot3, Wheel4 0 0B8 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.04
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Figure 5-9: Parameter variation of robot 1 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-10: Parameter variation of robot 2 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-11: Parameter variation for robot 3 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-12: Torque plot versus time for Robot 1 o f  3 on SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-13: Torque plot versus time for Robot 2 o f  3 SSCI: a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-14: Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; e) Switching torque
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5.1.2 Constant Plus Proportional Rate Reaching Controller Design
The control torque is designed such that [99]
s : -Q s -  Psign(s) ,
where P and Q are the control gains.
The resulting the torque equation is given by
n i..  (e^ -  Psignis))+ Tr, —
r O - Z )
T , = T ^ + T „ .
where
r M ( \ - X )  r ( \ - X ) 2
T., = -
pi(oiiQs - Psign{s)) 
r ( l-A )
(5.9)
(5.12)
(5.13)
Obstacle Positions 
Initial Positions 
Final Positions
4 6 8 10
X displacement (m)
Figure 5-15: Trajectory path for three robots on SSC-1
The trajectory path using the constant plus proportional rate reaching is shown in Fig. 5-15 and is
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similar to Fig.5-8 in reaching their destination. This shows the consistency of the navigation func­
tions. Figures 5-16 -  5-18 shows the parameter variation of robot 1 to 3 on SSC-1. Figures 5-19 -5- 
21 shows the breakdown of the total, equivalent of switching torque to be used for comparison, for 
each robot. The equivalent torque is approximately equal to the total torque.
Table 5-5 shows the parameter variation on SSC-1 using the constant plus proportional rate switch­
ing controller design with tangent hyperbolic function. At the sliding surface, the velocity 
maintained same stable values as the sign function of 0.3 8wA with some wheels at 0.36 m/s, angu­
lar velocity maintained all negative values except for all the wheels of robot3, torque of 0.8 Nm 
and sinkage of positive values depending on the initial conditions. Majority of the slip values are 
negatives except for Robot3Wheel2, Robot3Wheel3 and Robot3Wheel4 due to skidding effects.
Table 5-5: Parameter variation on SSC-1 using constant plus proportional controller
Sliding
surface
velocity
(m/s)
Angular
Velocity
(rad/s)
Slip Torque (N/m) Sinkage
(m)
Robot 1, Wheel 1 0 0.38 -0.7 0 0.8 0.05
Robotl, Wheel2 0 0.38 -0.8 -0.25 0.4 0.015
Robot 1, WheeB 0 0.38 -0.8 -0.25 0.5 0.014
Robotl, Wheel4 0 0.38 -0.8 -1 0.48 0.015
Robot2, Wheel 1 0 0.38 -0.4 -0.02 0.49 0.032
Robot2, WheeB 0 0.36 -0.3 0.3 0.49 0.032
Robot2, WheeB 0 0.38 -0.5 -0.3 0.51 0.033
Robot2, Wheel4 0 0.36 0.36 -0.2 0.49 0.035
Robot3, Wheel 1 0 0.38 -0.4 -0.10 0.3 0.04
Robot3, WheeB 0 0.36 -0.4 0.27 0.45 0.07
Robot3, WheeB 0 0.36 -0.4 0.3 0.35 0.07
Robot3, Wheel4 0 0.38 -0.5 -0.05 0.3 0.04
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Figure 5-16; Parameter variation for robot 1 o f  3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-17: Parameter variation for robot 2 o f  3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-18: Param eter variation for robot 3 o f  3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-19: Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-20: Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-21: Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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5.1.3 Power Rate Reaching Controller Design
The torque controller is designed such that [99]
s =  -T ] .{ s Y .sign{s). (5.14)
where 0 < Of < 1.
The resulting torque equation is given by
rM(X-X) r ( l - X f  " r(l-A) ' '  '
(5.16)
(5.18)
The trajectory path from the initial to the final position using the power rate reaching is shown in 
Fig. 5-22 and is similar to Fig.5-8 in reaching their destination. This also highlights the consistency 
of the navigation functions. Figures 5-23 to 5-25 shows the parameter variation of robot 1 to 3 on 
SSC-1 and detailed in Table 5-6. Figures 5-26 to 5-28 shows the breakdown of the total, equivalent 
of switching torque to be used for comparison, for each robot. The equivalent torque is approxi­
mately equal to the total torque.
Table 5-6 shows the parameter variation on SSC-1 using the power rate switching controller design 
with tangent hyperbolic function. At the slip equals zero, when the sliding effect takes place, the 
velocity maintained same stable values as the sign function of 0.38 m/s with some wheels at 0.36 
m/s, angular velocity maintained all negative values, torque of 0.8 Nm and sinkage of positive val­
ues depending on the initial conditions. About half of the slip values are negative due to skidding 
effects.
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Table 5-6: Parameter variation on SSC-1 using power rate switching controller
Sliding
surface
velocity
{m/s)
Angular Velocity 
{rad/s)
Slip Torque
{N/m)
Sinkage
{m)
Robotl, Wheel 1 0 038 -0.7 0 0.8 0.0055
Robotl, Wheel2 0 038 -0.7 -0.1 0.3 0.016
Robotl, Wheels 0 038 -0.7 0.2 0.5 -0.016
Robotl, Wheel4 0 038 -0.7 0.2 0.5 0.016
Robot2, Wheel 1 0 038 -0.3 -0.1 0.48 0.034
Robot2, Wheel2 0 036 -0.4 0.3 0.48 0.033
Robot2, Wheels 0 038 -0.4 -0.45 0.52 0.032
Robot2, Wheel4 0 036 -0.2 -0.5 0.48 0.034
Robots, Wheel 1 0 038 -0.7 -0.1 0.4 0.045
Robots, Wheel2 0 036 -0.5 0.5 0.48 0.055
Robots, Wheels 0 036 -0.5 0.6 0.45 0.055
Robots, Wheel4 0 036 -0.7 -0.05 0.4 0.045
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Figure 5-22: Trajectory for the three robots on SSC-1
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Figure 5-23: Parameter variation of robot 1 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-24: Parameter variation o f  robot 2 o f  3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-25: Parameter variation of robot 3 of 3 on SSC-1
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Figure 5-26: Torque plot versus time for Robot I o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-27: Torque plot versus time for Robot 2 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-28; Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  3 SSCI : a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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The behaviour of the three controllers are similar with very little variations in the parameters 
and also the trajectory path between the initial position and final destination for the robots were 
attained in all three controllers. This shows the robustness of the sliding mode controllers. For the 
purpose of comparison with the soil stimulant 2, it is decided to use only hyperbolic tangent func­
tion controller whose variation is similar to the constant rate switching using the constant rate 
switching controller.
5.2 Simulation results on SSC-2 soil stimulant using the hyperbolic tangent function
Simulations were carried out on the SSC-2 soil stimulant using the constant rate proportional con­
troller. The simulation parameters for the SSC-2 soil stimulant and navigation functions are 
contained in Table 4-4 and 5-5 respectively.
Table 5-7: Tuning parameter for the navigation fonction
Tuning Parameter Values
B 1.1
K 0.1
bx 0.1
A 0.1
The trajectory path from the initial to the final position using the constant rate switching controller 
with tangent hyperbolic function on SSC-2 soil simulant is shown in Fig.5-29 and again similar to 
Fig.5-8 in reaching their final destination. This also highlights the consistency of the navigation 
functions. Figures 5-30 to 5-32 shows the parameter variation of robot 1 to 3 on SSC-2. Figures 5- 
33 to 5-35 shows the breakdown of the total, equivalent of switching torque to be used for compari­
son, for each robot. The equivalent torque is approximately equal to the total torque.
Table 25 shows the parameter variation on SSC-2 using the constant rate switching with tangent 
hyperbolic function. At the slip equals zero, when the sliding effect takes place, the longitudinal 
velocities experienced in the wheels ranges from 0.2 -  0.3 m/s (reduced velocity than on SSC-1). 
The angular velocities maintained negative values and with negative slip on Robot lWheel4, Ro- 
bot2Wheel3, Robot2Wheel4, RobotSWheell, Robot3Wheel4.The torques ranges from 0.3- 0.8 Nm, 
with an average value of 0.4 Nm. The maximum rated torque of the Pioneer 3AT is 0.7 Nm which 
can accommodate this torque. The sinkage also maintained their stable values based on the initial 
conditions.
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Table 5-8: Parameter variation on SSC-2 using constant rate switching controller
Sliding
surface
velocity
{m/s)
Angular Ve­
locity {rad/s)
Slip Torque {N/m) Sinkage (w)
Robot 1, Wheel 1 0 0.3 -0.6 0 0.8 0.013
Robot 1, Wheel2 0 -0.55 0.25 0.4 0.017
Robot 1, Wheels 0 Oj# -0.6 0.25 0.47 0.016
Robot 1, Wheel4 0 0.3 -0.6 -0.15 0.48 0.015
Robot2, Wheel 1 0 0.3 -0.4 0 0.42 0.035
Robot2, Wheel2 0 028 -0.45 0.3 0.42 0.035
Robot2, Wheels 0 028 -0.5 -0.45 0.48 0.035
Robot2, Wheel4 0 0.3 -0.4 -0.5 0.48 0.035
Robots, Wheel 1 0 0.2 -0.4 -0.1 0.3 0.04
Robots, Wheel2 0 0.2 -0.5 0.4 0.35 0.08
Robots, Wheels 0 0.2 -0.4 0.4 0.3 0.04
Robots, Wheel4 0 023 -0.5 -0.05 0.3 0.04
c
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Figure 5-29: Trajectory path for the three robots
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Figure 5-30: Parameter variation of robot 1 of 3 on SSC-2
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Figure 5-31: Parameter variation o f  robot 2 o f  3 on SSC-2
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Figure 5-32: Parameter variation of robot 3 of 3 on SSC-2
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Figure 5-33: Torque plot versus time for Robot 1 o f  3 SSC-2: a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-34: Torque plot versus lime for Robot 2 o f  3 SSC-2: a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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Figure 5-35: Torque plot versus time for Robot 3 o f  3 SSC2: a) Total torque; b) Equivalent
torque; c) Switching torque
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5.3 Trajectory path simulations for some scenarios showing obstacle 
avoidance
Different scenarios were developed to mimic the environment on the planetary surface with obsta­
cles. The obstacles are of different sizes and have been circularised for purpose of simulations. The 
simulation environment is shown is the Fig. 5-36.
x-y coordinates of circularised Obstacle positions
10
5
O  o
0
-50 42 6 8 10 12 14
x-coordinate
Figure 5-36: Different sized obstacles in the x-y plane
The path of single robot with obstacle and collision awidance
green box- initial positions 
red box- endpoints
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Figure 5-37: Trajectory o f  a single robot in the presence o f  obstacles
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5.3.1.1 Trajectory for a Single Robot
For a single robot moving from an initial position to the final position using the obstacle distribu­
tion in Fig. 5-37, the robot trajectory path is shown in Fig.5-38 below.
Using the tuning parameters in Tables 5-9 the robot was able to move from the initial position to 
the final position. The parameter variations are shown in Fig. 5-38. When the sliding surface is hit, 
the torque, angular and longitudinal velocities, sliding surface and sinkage attained their constant 
values based on their initial conditions. A direct line of sight is required between the initial position 
and the final positions.
Table 5-9: Tuning Parameters
Tuning Parameter Values
B 0.8
K 0.1
0.1
a 0.2
0.5
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Figure 5-38: Plot of the variation of parameters for the single robot interaction on SSC-1
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Figure 5-39; Plot of the variation of parameters for the single robot interaction on SSC-2
Using SSC-2 soil stimulant, the parameter variations are shown in Fig.5-39.
Comparing the parameter variation for both SSC-1 and SSC- 2 for a single robot, it is observed 
that only a small variation occurred. This may be due to the closeness of the parameter value and 
lack of APF between robots. The difference is felt in previous analysis with more than one robot.
5.3.1.2 Trajectory of single robot with sample collection points
This section presents a multi-robot operation scenario for sample acquisition from multiple a priori 
known scientifically interesting sites. Figure 5-40 shows the sample collection points used in the 
simulations for three rovers. The dimension of the rectangles represents the location of the robots. 
The green rectangles represent the initial positions of the robots; the black rectangles represent the 
first sample collection/breakpoints; the magenta rectangles represent the second sample collection 
points and the red rectangles represent the final destinations of the robots. Figure 5-41 shows the 
trajectory for one robot from its initial position to the final position, with two sample collection 
points in between, whilst avoiding obstacles.
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Figure 5-40: Sample Collection Points
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Figure 5-41: Trajectory o f  the single robot with breakpoints/sample points
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5.3.1.3 Trajectory for three robots with sample collection points
For the three robot scenario, the simulation is done so as to collect samples from the two sites of 
sample collection or breakpoints and deliver them at the final destinations. Figure 5-42 is the simu­
lation results for three rovers using the same control algorithm. With more robots, tasks are 
distributed and more samples could be collected for in-situ experimentation. The tuning parameters 
are shown in Table 5-12 for each of the break points.
The paths of three rover swarm with obstacle and collision avoidance
 green- initial positions
 black- breakpointi
-  m agenta-break poi nt2 
red- endpoints
X d isplacem ent (m)
Figure 5-42: Paths of the rovers between the Initial and final positions
Table 5-10: Tuning Parameters
First sample point Second sample point Final Destination
Tuning
Parameter
Values Values Values
B 1.1 1.1 1.1
K 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.1
A 0.1 0.4 0.1
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5.3.1.4 Trajectory for a swarm of nine robots
The advantage of sample collections from different scientifically interesting sites can be achieved 
with multiple robots using the proposed control and navigation strategies. The example of nine ro­
bots (nine green rectangular boxes at the initial positions and eight red final positions because two 
robots arrived at the same final positions) is shown Fig. 5-43. It was observed that with more robots 
using the APF, the computational cost increases. The increase in cost arises from the computation 
of the distances between the wheels of each robot and the gradient of the potential function be­
tween each wheel in the environment. This can be overcome however by reducing the number of 
wheels which will also result in problem of stability. The other issue that comes to play for a swarm 
of robots is the tuning to avoid a lot of obstacles where clear line of sight is a problem. Swarms 
using this approach could be better utilised where the field is open with uniform soil characteristics 
and sparsely distributed obstacles. This brings us back to formation flying.
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Figure 5-43: Multi-agent trajectory scenario 1 with nine robots
5.3.1.5 Trajectory for a swarm of twenty robots
The trajectory for a swarm of twenty robots is shown in Fig. 5-44 -  5-47. Figure 5-44 shows some 
collision with obstacle but by carefully tuning the navigation parameters, the rovers can overcomes 
such collisions as shown in Fig. 5-44. Figure 5-46 shows less than optimum path without collision 
with obstacles for the twenty robots. The scenarios in Fig. 5-44 -  5-47 highlight the difficulties in
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attaining collision free path with the presence of lots of obstacles. As the number of obstacles and 
robots increases, there are more chances for collisions. There is also the possibility of the robots 
taking less than optimal path to reach their destinations in order to avoid collisions.
- o
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o
o
o
X d is p la c e m e n t  (m )
Figure 5-44: Trajeetory for a swarm of 20 agents with obstacle collision
X d is p la c e m e n t (m)
Figure 5-45: Trajectory for 20 agents without collision with obstacles
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Figure 5-46; Trajectory for a swarm of 20 robots with longer simulation time
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Figure 5-47: Trajeetory with less than optimum path and with collision
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6 Conclusion and Discussion
6.1 Summary
This thesis focuses on the path planning and control of autonomous planetary exploration missions 
using cooperative operation of micro-rovers. Extensive literature has been reviewed, which indi­
cates the feasibility of using artificial potential field for path planning and the sliding mode control 
for the configuration of different scenarios of the rovers. The use of both APF and SMC for path 
planning and control has been the prime focus of this research. In path planning, due to the simplic­
ity of implementation, APF is the preferred method for collision avoidance, whereas, SMC 
outperforms other linear and non-linear controllers for its robustness due to external perturbations.
During the preliminary analysis, covered in Chapters 3, some drawbacks were identified in the se­
lected algorithms. APF, whilst simple, suffers from the problem of local minima. Therefore, if the 
algorithm traces out a path to a local minimum (one of the false target locations) the rover would 
end up in an undesirable location, and be practically stuck. The problem is therefore identified as 
eliminating several minima in the APF, resolving to a method (choice of APF function), to achieve 
single global minimum. The current SMC design uses a discontinuous function in its design, which 
translates into the problem of chattering. This needs to be minimized for improved performance, 
and to reduce undesired output. This was done and is described in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 also dealt 
with novel traction control algorithm development and the use of a navigation function for obstacle 
avoidance using the dynamical modelling of the Pioneer 3 AT robot moving on the SSC- 1 soil sim­
ulant. The controller, utilising sliding mode control effectively tracks the desired slip, which is 
modelled as a disturbance in the direction of motion of the rover. Being able to track it, it can be 
controlled through the closed loop system combined with the APF and the tracking controller. The 
navigation function was used for obstacle avoidance. Chapter 5 dealt with the application of the 
developed algorithms to different scenarios and also investigated the switching, net and equivalent 
control torque variations of different types of SMC controllers for the purpose of performance veri­
fication.
Following the analysis, simulations were carried out, and the conclusion drawn is that the 
combination of APF and SMC are feasible methodologies for cooperative operation of micro­
rovers. The navigation function has enabled collision avoidance with obstacles when used with the 
dynamic model. The next step was to investigate the open problem of swarms of micro-rovers op­
erating in a coordinated manner in an unstructured terrain, to achieve multiple tasks. This led to the 
integration of the artificial potential field with the new tracking and traction control algorithm, 
whilst still using the navigation function for obstacle avoidance. This was investigated in detail via 
new algorithm development and simulation under different environmental scenarios. The algorithm
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was tested on SSC-1 and SSC-2 soil stimulant in order to compare the simulation parameters. The 
longitudinal velocity on SSC-2 was less than on SSC-1 with the attendant reduction in torque. In all 
cases, the efficacy and resilience of the sliding mode controller was verified to be capable of 
withstanding parameter uncertainties. The design parameters used were those for the Pioneer 3AT 
robot operating on SSC-1 and SSC-2. The robustness and stability of the algorithms was studied 
against perturbations for different scenarios. The modelling of perturbations using an appropriate 
dynamic model is inevitably an important task. It was observed that the algorithm worked perfectly 
for formation control of the robots with collision avoidance with each other, but could not avoid 
obstacles placed in their path. The next task was to avoid pre-defined obstacles as the robots moved 
from the initial position to the final positions. A navigation function was then used for the 
trajectory tracking of the four wheeled robots with predefined obstacles. Different configurations 
were simulated and they showed that the new algorithm developed was able to track the trajectory 
of the robots. Simulations were carried out in which several robots are modelled as point-mass 
agents. During the simulations, it was observed that as the number of robots increases for swarm 
formation, the problem of some the robots not reaching their final destinations was observed. This 
can be ascribed to the computational cost of continually calculating the gradient of the potential 
function at each time step for each robot and for each wheel. This increases with the number of 
robots. The simulations showed that the swarm of robots could avoid predefined obstacles and 
further work will need to be carried out to reduce the computation costs as the number in the 
swarms increases. The switching characteristics of different sliding mode controllers were also 
investigated to validate the performance of sliding mode controllers. In all simulations, the sliding 
surface was hit and the system parameters attained stability. The performances, too, were compared 
with a different loamy soil and it was observed that stability was also achieved.
6.2 Future Work
This research focused on validation of the traction control, path planning and tracking algorithms in 
a simulation environment. The next natural extension of this research will be to do the practical 
implementation of the algorithm on-board the Pioneer 3 AT robot or another wheeled rover of simi­
lar configuration using the ROS platform. This algorithm can also be extended to six wheeled 
rovers. Investigation was started in this direction but there is need further investigate the implemen­
tation of the algorithm either on the ROS platform or the ADAMS software platform, which has 
been used effectively for implementing robotic systems in conjunction with the ROS platform. 
There is also the need to practically investigate the performance of physical rovers on mock Mar­
tian surfaces in these swarm scenarios.
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Appendix:
Matlab codes for the main function files are given below 
Main File for straight line simulation avoiding obstacles
%global lambda1 vl omega1 Fdp TI TR Iw M 
close all 
clear all
global n nn k cl c2 wl 1 eta M Mbar gamma thetalR theta2R thetaSR; 
%myoptions = odeset('OutputFcn','odeplot');
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
tic;
k = 1; % # of swarm members with 3 at vertices and 3 at mid point of
%each side
%M = 4 ; % # of swarm members with 3 at vertices and 1 at center
M= 27; % mass of the rover in kg 
%M=3 ;
%n = 2; % # of dimensions of the state space 
n=2 ;
gamma=-6;
nn = 9; % dimension of the agent dynamics
Mbar=0.003;
thetalR=pi/4; % angle in the global frame 
theta2R=pi/8; 
theta3R=-pi/2;
cl=3;c2=2;wl=0.268 ; 1=0.381;
x01rl=[2 ;-4.381] ; % initial position coordinates of wheell
x02rl=[2.268;-4.381] ; 
x03rl=[2.268;-4] ;
X 0 4 r l = [2 ;- 4 ]  ;
XO = [xOlrl(l) ; xOlrl(2) ; zeros(n,k) ; 0.22 ; 0.2 ;... 
0.9 ; 0.5 ; 0.02 ; . . .
x02rl(l) ; x02rl(2) ; zeros(n ,k); 0.3 ; 0.2 
0.8 ; 0.12 ; 0.02 ; ... 
x03rl(1) ; x03rl(2) ; zeros(n ,k); 0.35 ; 0.21 ;...
0.9 ;0.2; 0.02 ; 
x04rl(l) ; x04rl(2) ; zeros(n ,k); 0.03 ; 0.2;...
0.9 ; 0.2 ; 0.02 ; ] ;
t0=0; tf=10; 
tspan = [0 : (tf-tO)/lOO:tf ];
%tspan= [0 1];
[t,X]= ode45('thesis2014sscl_sim', tspan, XO);
X;
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figure(1); 
subplot(3,2,1);
%plot(t,X(:,1));
plot(t, X(:,5),'-r', t, X(:,14), '--g',t, X (:,23) , '-.b',t, X (:,32), ' :m') 
%plot(t, X(:,5),'r-', t, X (:,32),'b-',t , X (:,59),'g-', X (;,86),'m-') 
xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('Slip');%title('Slip vs time') 
h = leg­
end ('RlWl','R1W2','R1W3','R1W4','R2W1','R2W2','R2W3','R2W4','R3W1','R3W2' 
,'R3W3','R3W4',1); 
set(h,'Interpreter','none'); 
grid on 
hold on
subplot(3,2,2) ;
plot(t, X(:,3),'-r', t, X(:,12), '--g',t, X (:,21),'-.b',t , X( :,30), ':m') 
%plot(t,lambdal,'r-', t,omega,'g*',t,v,'m-');
xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('Long.Vel.(m/s)');%title('Longitudinal Ve­
locity vs Time')
%legend('Rlwl','Rlw2', 'Rlw3','Rlw4'); 
grid on 
hold on
subplot(3,2,3);
%figure(3);
plot(t, X(:,6),'-r', t, X(:,15), '--g',t, X (:,24), '-.b',t , X(:,33), ' :m' ) 
%plot(t,X(:,3));
%plot(t,lambdal,'r-', t,omega,'g*',t ,v,'m-');
xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('Ang.Vel.(rad/s)');%title('Angular velocity 
vs Time')
%legend('Rlwl','Rlw2', 'Rlw3','Rlw4'); 
grid on
subplot(3,2,4) ;
%figure(4);
plot(t, X(:,7),'-r', t, X(:,16),'--g',t, X (:,25),'-.b',t , X (:,34),';m') 
%plot(t,X(:,4));
%plot(t,lambdal,'r-', t,omega,'g*',t ,v,'m-');
xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('S .Surface');%title('Sliding Surface vs 
Time ' )
%legend('Rlwl','Rlw2', 'Rlw3','Rlw4'); 
grid on
subplot(3,2,5) ;
%figure(5);
%plot(t,X(:,5) ) ;
plot(t, X(:,8),'-r', t, X(:,17),'--g',t, X (:,26),'-.b',t , X (:,35),':m') 
%plot(t,lambdal,'r-', t,omega,'g*',t,v,'m-');
xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('Torque (N.m)');%title('Control Torque vs 
Time ' )
%legend('Rlwl','Rlw2', 'Rlw3','Rlw4');
%axis([0 2 0 1]); 
grid on
subplot (3,2,6) ;
%figure (6);
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%plot (t,X ( : , 6) ) ;
plot(t, X(;,9),'-r', t, X(:,18),'--g',t, X (:,27),'-.b',t , X (:,36),':m') 
xlabel('Time (sec)'); ylabel('Sinkage');%title('Sinkage vs Time') 
%legend('Rlwl','Rlw2', 'Rlw3','Rlw4'); 
grid on
xf(l, :) = X (size(X,1),:);
if n == 3, 
figure(1);
plot3(xO(1,:), x O (2,:), x O (3,:),'b o '); hold on; 
for i=l:k,
%plot3(X(:, nn*(i-l)+l), X(:, nn*(i-l)+2), X (:, nn*(i-l)+3), '.')
plot3(X(:, nn*(i-1)+1), X(:, nn*(i-1)+2), X (:, nn*(i-1)+3)); 
end;
plot3(xf(:,1), xf(;,2), xf(:,3), 'ro'); hold off;
title('The paths of the swarm members');
grid
figure(2);
plot3(xf(:,1), x f (:,2), x f (:,3), 'ro'); hold on;
plot3(ctr(:,1), ctr(:,2), ctr(:,3), '*');
hold off;
title('The final positions of the swarm members'); 
grid
elseif n == 2, 
hold off;
%subplot(5,2, [7:10])
figure(2);
r=0.4 ; x=l;y=4;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b')
hold on; 
r=0.6; X=2;y=2;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b')
hold on;
r = 0 . 6  ; x = 2 ; y = 2 ;
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ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b'); 
hold on; 
r=l; x=4;y=3,5;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b');
hold on; 
r=0.5; x=7;y=7;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b');
r=0.5; x=7;y=4;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b');
r=0.5; x=10;y=7;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b')
r=0.5; x=ll;y=5;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b'); 
r=0.5; x=ll;y=8;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b');
r = 0 . 5 ;  x = 1 3 ; y = 2 ;
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ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b')
r=0.5; x=13;y=6;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b')
r=l; x=3;y=7;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b')
hold on; 
r=0.5; x=6;y=2;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b')
hold on; 
r=0.4; x=8;y=2;
ang=0: 0.01;2*pi ; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b');
hold on;
r=l; x=10;y=-4;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b');
hold on; 
r=0.5; x=7;y=0;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-b');
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hold on; 
r=0.5; x=4;y=0;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-r');
hold on;
r=0.5; x=13;y=-2;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-r')
hold on; 
r=0.5; x=9;y=0;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-r')
hold on;
r=0.5; x=4;y=-4;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-r');
hold on;
r=0,5; x=3;y=-2;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-r')
hold on;
r=0.5; x=ll;y=-2;
ang=0: 0.01;2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-r'); 
r=0,5; x=12;y=0;
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ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-r'); 
hold on
r=0.5; x=10;y=-2;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-c');
hold on;
r=0.5; x=7;y=-2;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp=r*cos(ang); 
yp=r*sin(ang); 
plot(x+xp,y+yp,'-k');
hold on;
rl=0.5; xl=13;yl=2;
ang=0: 0.01:2*pi; 
xpl=rl*cos(ang); 
ypl=rl*sin(ang); 
plot(xl+xpl,yl+ypl,'-y')
hold on;
r2=0.5; x2=13;y2=0;
ang=0:0.01:2*pi; 
xp2=r2*cos(ang); 
yp2=r2*sin(ang); 
plot(x2+xp2,y2+yp2, '-m')
hold on;
%end
plot(X(l,l), X(l,2), 'b',X(1,10), X(l,ll), 'r',X(l,19), X(l,20),
'g',X(1,28), X(l,29), 'm');
% legend('blue/red circle-start/end point' ) 
plot(xf(:,1), x f (:,2), 'm',x f (: , 10), x f (:,11), 'm',x f (:,19), x f (:,20)
'm',xf(:,28), x f (:,29), 'm'); hold on
hold on;
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for
plot (X(:, 9*(i-l)+l), X(;, 9*(i-l)+2), '-r');
% plot(XI(:, 9*(i-l)+l), Xl(:, 9*(i-l)+2), '-r');
% plot(X2(:, 9*(i-l)+l), X2(:, 9* (i-1)+2), '-r');
end;
hold on
rectangle('position', [ 2 -4.8 0.6 G .8],'FaceColor','g' );hold on
rectangle('position', [11.8 6.8 0.6 0.8], 'FaceColor', 'r '); hold on
h = legend('green box- initial positions', 'red box- endpoints',1); 
set(h,'Interpreter','none') 
grid
% for i=l:k,
% for j=i:k,
% plot ( [xf (i, 1) , xf(j,l)], [xf (i, 2) , xf(j,2)], ' r-- ' ) ;
% end;
% end; 
hold off ;
title('The path of sintgle robot with obstacle and collision avoidance'); 
xlabel(' X  displacement (m)'); ylabel('y displacement (m)'); 
grid on
return 
figure(2);
plot(xf(:,1), x f (:,2), 'ro'); hold on; 
plot(ctr(:,1), ctr(:,2), '*'); 
for i=l:k, 
for j=i:k,
plot ( [xf (i, 1) , xf(j,l)j, [xf (i,2) , xf (] ,2) ] , 'r-- ' ) ;
end; 
end;
hold off;
title('The final positions of the swarm members'); 
grid
end;
if 4 > 3
for j=l:size(X,l), 
for i=l:k,
z(i, :) = X(j, nn*(i-1)+1:nn*i+2); 
end;
MM(j) = 0; 
cm(j) = 0; 
mm(j) = 1000000; 
for i=l:k-l, 
for k = i+l:k,
if (norm(z(i, :) - z(k, :)) > MM(j))
MM(j) = norm(z(i, :) - z (k, :));
end;
if (norm(z(i, :) - z(k, :)) < m m (]))
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mm(j) = norm(z(i, :) - z (k, :));
end;
cm(j) = cm(j) + norm ( z ( i, : ) - z (k, :));
end; 
end;
cMM(j) = 0; 
ccm(j) = 0 ; 
cmm(j) = 1000000; 
for i=l:k,
if (norm(z(i, :) - ctrO) > cMM(j)) 
cMM(j) = norm(z (i, :) - ctrO); 
end;
if (norm(z(i, :) - ctrO) < cmm(j)) 
cmm(j) = norm(z (i, : ) - ctrO) ;
end;
ccm(j) = ccm(j) + norm(z (i, : ) - ctrO) ;
end;
end;
cm = (2*cm)/ (k*(k-1)); 
ccm = ccm/k;
figure(3);
%plot(t, cMM,'b--'); hold on; 
plot(t, ccm,'r');
%plot(t, cmm,'g-.'); hold off ; 
grid;
%title('The distance to the center'); 
title('The average distance to the center'); 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('distance');
%legend('maximum', 'average', 'minimum'); 
figure (4);
plot(t, MM,'b-.'); hold on;
%plot(t, cm,'g--');
plot(t, mm,'r '); hold off;
grid;
title('The intermember distances'); 
xlabel('time '); 
ylabel('distance');
%legend('maximum', 'average', 'minimum'); 
legend('maximum', 'minimum');
end;
figure(5); 
plot(t, ctr);
title('The plot of the center movement'); 
xlabel('t '); 
ylabel('\bar{x}'); 
grid on
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Function File for straight line simulation while avoiding obstacles 
function [Xdot] = thesis2014_sim(t, X)
global nn n k cl c2 wl 1 c eta M Mbar gamma thetalR theta2R thetaSR; 
%clear all;
%close all; 
y=zeros(nn, 2*n,k); 
ydot=zeros(nn,2*n,k); 
zdot=zeros(n,2*n,k); 
grad_g = zeros(n,2*n, k); 
theta=zeros(2*n,k);
%for j=l:4;
for i=l;4;
%for p=l;nn; 
y ( :,i) = X(nn*(i-1)+1:nn*i); 
end
for i=l:k,
zdot(:, i) = X(nn*(i-1)+3:nn*(i-1)+4); 
end;
h=zeros(4,4)
a C l = l ; c2=2, w=0.268 ;1=0.381 ;
h(l,l)=0;h(l,2)=wl;h(l,4)=l;h(l,3)=sqrt(wl^2+1^2);
h (2,1)=wl;h (2,2)=0;h(2,3)=1;h (2,4)=sqrt(wl^2+1^2); 
h(3,l)=h(l,3) ;h(3,2)=h(l,4) ;h(3,3)=0; h (3 ,4 ) =h (1, 2) 
h(4,l)=h(l,4) ;h(4,2)=h(2,4) ;h (4 , 3 ) =h (1, 2 ) ;h(4,4)=0; 
h;
grad q (:, 1) = ...
gf(y(l:n, 1) - y(l:n, 2), h(l,2)) +
gf(y(1:n, 1) - y(l:n, 3), h(l,3))+. 
gf(y(l:n, 1) - y(l:n, 4), h(l,4)) ;
% % Second wheel
grad_g(:, 2) = ...
gf(y(l:n, 2) - y(l:n, 1), h(2,1)) +
gf(y(1:n, 2) - y(l:n, 3), h(2,3))+..
gf(y(l:n, 2) - y(l:n, 4), h(2,4)) ;
% % Third wheel
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q r a d q (:, 3) = ...
gf(y(l:n, 3) - y(l:n, 1), h (3,1)) + ...
gf(y(l:n, 3) - y(l:n, 2), h(3,2))+...
gf(y(l:n, 3) - y(l:n, 4), h(3,4)) ; %+
%gf(y(l:n, l,j) - obs(1:n,j),dl);
% % Fourth wheel
q r a d q (:, 4) = ...
gf(y(l:n, 4) - y(l:n, 1), h(4,l)) + ...
gf(y(l:n, 4) - y(l:n, 2), h(4,2))+...
gf(y(l:n, 4) - y(l:n, 3), h(4,3)) ; %+
%gf(y(l:n, l,j) - obs(1:n,j),dl);
%for h=l: 3 ;
Fdpl3=zeros(1,1); Fdp= zeros(1,1);
FH= zeros(4,1); FR=zeros(4,1);Fdp= zeros(4,1); 
TR=zeros(4,1);Fn=zeros(4,1);Fm=zeros(4,1); 
taumax=zeros(4,1);
for i=l:k;
%thetaR=[-pi/8 pi/8 pi/4] 
for j=l:4 ;
w= 0.86; %units i n meters- width of wheel; 
kc=-10.53; % cohesive modulus in Kpa/m'^n-l on sscl 
kp=722.16; % friction modulus in Kpa/m'^n SSCI 
% soil modulus 
r= 0.11; % wheel radius
c= 1400; % cohesion stress of the soil 
p = 0.64; %soil exponent 
% frictional angle in degrees
g= 3.7278;% gravitational force of Mars is 38% of earth , the planet in 
m/s^2
qO = 0.0375; % coefficient of wheel dynaMc sinkage 
jO= 0.0778; % tangential soil shear deformation in m 
% Mw= 1; % mass of each wheel 
% M= (M+4*Mw)*g/4;
K= ((kc/w) +kp);
% wheel Inertia kg.m'^2 
%lambdal(l)= 1; %intialised slip value 
z0=0.0245;
%flux=0.001;
te=0.03;
zd= q0*y(5,j,i); % product of slip and qO 
y (9,j ,i)=zO+zd; % initial sinkage 
^ %
thetal=acos(1- y(9,j,i)/r); % initial value of thetal 
theta2=0*pi/180; 
phi= 39.44; Iw= 0.413;
1 = r*cos(thetal +theta2); % init contact length
Fn(j,i) =K*(l-p/3)*sqrt(2*r)* y (9,j ,i).^ ((2*p +l)/2); % normal force
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Ftn(j,i) = l*w*c + Fn ( j , i) *tan (phi*pi/180) ; % initialised max force 
taumax(j,i)= c+ (Fn(j,i)/ (w*l))*tan(phi*pi/180); % initialised stress 
FR(j,i)=K*w*( y (9,j ,i ) ( p + 1 ) )/(p+1);% init forward thrust 
TR(j,i)= 0.5*(r^2)*w*taumax(j ,i)*thetal; %initialised resistance torque 
%FH(1)=2.345 ;
FH(j,i)= Fm(j,i)*( l-(jO/( y (5, j , i) *1) ) * (1-exp (-( y (5, j , i) *1)/j 0) ) ) ;
Fdp(j,i)= (FH(j,i)-FR(j,i) ) ;
%Fdp= sum(Fdp); 
end
end
Fdpl3=sum(Fdp);
Fdp= Sum(Fdp);
%for p=l:2;
for i= l:k;
for j=l:4 
flux=0.001; 
alpha=[p/15 pi/10 pi/16];
%ydot(3,j ,i)= (Fdp(i)./M)*exp(-0.0001*alpha(i)); 
ydot(3,j,i)= Fdp(i)./M;
sest= y (5,i ,i)-0.001; % lampda estimate 
vest= y(3,j,i)+l; % estimate of the velocity
TTR=y(8, j,i)-TR(j,i) ;
%ydot(6,i)=ydot(6,i)-ydot(6,i)*te; % rate of change of omega 
ydot(5,j ,i)=-((1- sest)* (Fdp(i))/(M* vest...
- (r*(1-sest)^2)*TTR)/ (vest*Iw)); % gives rise to rate of change
of slip
%y (7, i) =y (7, i) -ydot (7, i) . *te; 
zdot(1:2,j,i) = (grad_g(:,j,i));
y(3:4,j,i)=- zdot(1:2,j ,i);
epsilom= le-2; % for finite time reaching
ydot(1:2,j,i)= r*TTR*(1- y (5,j ,i))-...
-Fdpl3(i)*Iw/(M*r)- Iw*ydot(5,j ,i)*((grad_g(:,j , i))/(r*(l- 
(sest)^2))); % calculated eta
if y (7,j,i)> (flux); 
y (8,j,i)= (Iw*Fdpl3(i)/ (M*r*(1- (sest))...
-ydot(5,j,i)*Iw* zdot(1,i)/ (r*(1- (sest))^2))...
+ TR(j,i) +Iw* ydot(1,j,i)*tanh(gamma*(y(7,j,i)))/(r*(1- sest))- 
0.01*sin(0.2*t)+epsilom);
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else
y (8,j,i)=Iw*Fdpl3(i)/ (M*r*(1- (sest))...
-ydot(5,j,i)*Iw* zdot(1,i)/ (r*(1- (sest))*2))...
+ TR(j,i) +Iw*(ydot(1,j ,i))*y(7,i)/ (flux)/ (r*(1- sest))- 
0.01*sin(0.2*t) +epsilom; 
end
%y(3,i)=y(3,i) - ydot (3, i) *te ; 
y(5,j,i)=y(5,j,i)- ydot(5,j,i)*te; 
ydot(6,j ,i)=-0.19;
%ydot(6,i)=-Mbar/(r*(1-y(5,i)))-ydot(5,i)*zdot(1,i)/ (r*(1- 
y(5,i))"2);
%ydot(6,j,i)= (y(8,j,i)-TR(j ,i))/Iw; % rate of change of omega 
%al=2;
y(6,j,i)=y(6,j,i)-ydot(6,j,i)*te; 
ydot(7,j ,i)=-l.5;
xflrl=[12 ; 7.381 ]; % final position coordinates of wheel1
xf2rl= [12.268;7.381 ]; 
xf3rl=[12.268;7 ]; 
xf4rl=[12 ; 7 ] ;
%xgl= [xfIrl xf2rl xf3rl xf4rl];
xgl=[xflrl(:,1) xf2rl(:,1) xf3rl(:,l) xf4rl(:,1)];
x g (:,:,1)=xgl; %concatenation goall robot1
xrell=[xg(1:2,1,i)-y(1:2,1,i) ]; 
xrel2=[xg(l:2,2,i)-y(l:2,2,i)]; 
xrel3=[xg(l:2,3,i)-y(l:2,3,i)]; 
xrel4=[xg(1:2,4,i)-y(l:2,4,i) ];
r l (:,1,i)=norm(xrell(1:2));
r2 (:,2,i)=norm(xrel2(1:2)) 
r 3 (:,3,i)=norm(xrel3(1:2)) 
r 4 ( :, 4, i)=norm(xrel4 (1:2))
r a (1,1 , i)=rl(1,1 , i); % distance between the initial and final postion of 
agents
r a (1,2,i)=r2(1,2,i); 
r a (1,3,i)=r3(1,3,i); 
r a (1, 4,i)=r4(1,4,i);
deltal (1,1, i) =atan2 (xrell (2) ,xrell (1) ) 
delta2 (1, 2, i) =atan2 (xrel2 (2) ,xrel2 (1) ) 
delta3(1,3,i)=atan2(xrel3(2),xrel3 (1)) 
delta4(1,4,i)=atan2(xrel4(2),xrel4(1))
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delta(1,1,i)=deltal (1,1,i)
delta(1,2,i)=delta2 (1,2,1)
delta(1,3,i)=delta3(1,3,i)
delta(1,4,i)=delta4(1,4,i)
K=l.l;
vl=K*ra(1,1, i) ; 
v2=K*ra(1,2,1) ; 
v3=K*ra(1,3,1) ; 
v4=K*ra(1,4,i) ;
V (1,1,i)=vl;
V (1,2,i)=v2;
V (1,3,i)=v3;
V (1,4,i)=v4;
rdot=-v(l,j,i)*cos(y(2,j,i)-delta(1,j ,1)); 
r a (1,j,i)=ra(1,j ,i)-rdot*te;
delta_dot(l,j,i)=-(v(l,j,i)./ra(l,j,i))*sin(y(2,j,i)-delta(1,j,i)); 
delta (1, j , i) = delta (1, j , i) +delta_dot (1, j , i) *te;
B=0.8; b0=0.1; bl=0.1; a=0.2;
% Ob=obs(x,y,r);
%obs_new
y (2,],i)= B.*delta(1,j,i) + bO .*exp(-a.*t) +bl;
%y(l,j,i)=y(l,j,i)+ y(3,j,i)*te; %new displacement
ydot(1,j,i)=v(l,i)*cos(y(2,j,i)); 
ydot(2,j,i)=v(l,i)*sin(y(2,j,i)); 
y(l, j,i)=y(l, j,i)+ y(3, j ,i) *te;
%y(1,j,i)=y(1,j ,i)-ydot(1,j,i)*te;
%display('asdf'); 
display(ra(:,:,i));
RA=ra(1,:,i);
RA1=RA(4);%locate the 3rd element 
% display(RAI);
if RA1<=0.0002;
%
disp('hello, this is the final bus stop');
%y(:,i) = XI(nn*(i-1)+1:nn*i); 
ydot(1,j,i)=0; 
ydot(2,j,i)=0; 
end
y(l,j,i)=y(l,j,i)-ydot(1,j,i)*te; 
y (2,j,i)=y(2,j ,i)-ydot(2,j,i)*te;
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y(7,j,i)=y(7,j,i)- ydot(7,j,i)*te;
% y(7,i)=y(3,i)+ norm(grad(:,i));
% y(8,i)=0;
ydot(9,j,i)=qO*ydot(5,j,i); % rate of change of sinkage
y (9, j,i)=y(9,j ,i)+ ydot(9,j,i)*te; %new sinkage
if y{7,j,i)>=le-12;
%y(7,i)= y (3,i)+zdot(1,i); % new velocity 
y(7,j,i)=y(7,j,i)+ydot(1,j,i) ;
ydot(8,j,i)=-l.8*ydot(5,j ,i); % rate of change of torque
y(8,j,i)=y(8,j,i)+ ydot(8,j,i)*te;
else
%y(8,i)=y(8,i)+ydot(8)
%y(7,i) =0; 
ydot(5,j,i) =0; 
ydot(6,i,i) =0; 
ydot(3,j,i) =0;
ydot(9,j,i) =0; 
ydot(7,j,i)=0; 
ydot(8,j ,i)=0;
end
end
end
for i=l:4,
Xdot(nn*(i-1)+1:nn*i) = ydot(:, i);
X(nn*(i-1)+1:nn*i) = y (:, i); 
end;
Xdot = Xdot'; 
function gout = gf(z, d)
b =-1.75; c =5; % for triangle M=6 and n=2 
a = b*exp(-1.0/(d*d*c));
gout = - z .*(a - b*exp(-(norm(z).^2)/c));
function gout = g(z)
gout = 0.01*cos(pi)*g_exp_exp(z);
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